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Moonies have landed here in Terrace 
whose avowed goal is to take over the world. The leader, the Rev. Moon. By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Followers of the Unification Church, better known 
as Moonies, were spotted in Terrace Monday selling 
goods ~ allegedly without:a peddlar's license. 
li .me yotmg man and woman were contacted by the 
cerise l~spuctor and •told to stop selling their wares, 
at least until they applied to council. 
The pair are followers of Ray. Sun Yung Moon, 
;4 Flavor• 
DOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4636 Lszelle Ave.. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open iO a.m.-6 p.m. dally except Smday 
Frl.tlll9 prn. 
• • _ _  
members of the Unffinatlon Church headed by Rev. 
Moon are known as Moonies. 
Charges'have b en made that' the Moonies allegedly 
use  sleep, food, and sensory deprivation to disorient 
initiates. Further allegations hold that the members 
A recent coniroversy arose, in Vancouver when 
parents of some of the cult members hired, a 
psychologist to deprogram their children. The 
Moonies responded by laying, charges of kidnapping 
and interference with freedom of religion against he 
convince the initiates to work long hours 'for no pay in parents. There have been numerous uch disputes 
order to further the goals of the church and their which have occurred in the United States. 
TERRACE-K IT IMAT / h j 
Foothills told the National 
Energy Board that it Is with- 
drawing Its overland 
'pipeline: proposal because 
there were too many ob- 
Jections to be ironed out in 
time for President Jimmy 
Carter to make his choice. 
The Ca lgary -based 
company proposed a pipeline 
route along the Alaska High. 
way from Fairbanka, 
Alaska,. to Edmonton and 
then Chicago. 
• Of the three companies 
battling for the right o move 
the oil, only Foothills had Oil tankers already tread 
proposed a total overland West Coast waters, but 
route. Theother two-- Trams ~"environmental hazards 
- -  Trams Mountain or Nor- 
them Tier?" 
"In my opinion, Northern 
Tier is the worst of those two 
Municipal administrator Bob Hallsor said.Monday 
~,i~ Hcense .~pec. tor Tom Che~terman caught up 
me two Moomes and requested they discontinue 
their door to door selling. Apparently they continued 
despite the warning, and were contacted again and 
told they would be arrested if they continued 
tomorrow. Peddler's licenses can only be granted by 
council, which does not meet until Oct. 29. Terrace 
RCMP are aware of the situation. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove lid., Pr. ilallOrt 
624-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
battorles, etc. Call us - We are 
Envlromnental hazard from 
oil-earry~ su~rtankern 
eruisin~ down the British 
Columbia coast is now 
• Inevitable, John Fraser, 
f~der~! env i ronment  
ininister,/mid Money. 
• The rb~k of a ~naJor ell spill 
• off the.We~t Coast InCreased 
dramaiizally Monday whel 
Foothills Oil Pipe I~ine Co 
decided to pull out of a corn 
O~tition'to transport Alackax 
to the United States, hs 
said, 
MoLL'g NAI~REaS ~ 
Wolllell 
toss  in  
bonnets  
Sy EU 
Herald Staff Writer 
The eli.male makeup of 
Terrace district cotmdl may 
soon change with the an. 
nounceme~t Monday that at 
least two women will be 
challenalng for council seats 
on Nov. 17. Molly Nattress 
and Lily Nielsen "have 
confirmed they will ~be 
seeking a place on council. 
Nattres~, a Terrace 
resident since 1960, is closely 
identified with the Terrace 
Little Theatre, presently 
working in the ad- 
minlstrative field for the 
group. She has Previously 
served as a director on both 
the local ~nd regional arts 
council end served as 
chairman of the recreation 
eammlasiozZ last year. 
'Tee w~ked with council 
the last two Years as 
chairman and vice- 
chairman of the commission 
and as chairman I attended 
every single council 
meeting," she said, ex- 
~mdnining her desire in. pur- 
g the council seat. 
"The ex~rience gave me 
the idea of what tyPe d 
things I could do on council," 
added Nattrese. '°I would 
like to bring another point of 
view to c~ooncli," 
Nattreas, in her mid- 
titles, brings an extensive 
business and administrative 
background into her first 
attempt at a council seat. 
Lily Nielsen, 44, filed her 
nomination papers Monday, 
saying she is looking forward 
to the challenge. 
"I've seen Terrace grow 
and would like to be a part of 
its expansion," she said,' 
citing the plans for possible 
arhalgamaiion with Thor- 
shill and other boundary 
extension possibilities. "I 
feel I have a lot to offer." 
Describing herself as a 
domestic engineer, Nielsen 
has had extensive ex- 
Mountain Pipeline Co. Ltd. obviously go .up. if you in-, 
of Canada and the U.S.- crease the tanker traffic," 
based Northern Tier - -  he said. "The only thing. 
propose moving oli by tanker 'remaining is the question m 
from Alaska to Washington..what is he best for Canada 
Orville Spencer and hiswife Florence show off a T-shirt 
Tories 
squeak. 
another  
• OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
minority Progressive 
Conservative government 
squeaked through Its second 
non-confidence motion in 
leas than a week Monday --  
thanks to Social Credit sup- 
pert and 10 absent Liberals. 
A total of 182 Toriea 
combined with the five 
Social Crediters to defeat a 
Liberal motion in the 
Commons condemning 
government plans to put a 
portion of Petro-Canada into 
private hands by a vote of 137 
to 128. The 26-member NDP 
caucus supported the 102 
voting Liberals, 
After the vote, Con- 
servatives and New 
Democrats said enough 
Liberals purposely stayed, 
away to assure the Toriea 
were not defeated. 
Liberals denied this. A 
ff kesman said they wanted their members to vote, 
but some stayed away and 
some could not attend. Four 
were paired off with four 
absent Toriea. 
The spokesman said the 
Libeeak were prepared to 
defeat he government over 
the issue. 
options." 
Fraser said the Northern 
Tier plans calls for super- 
tankers to enter the Strait of 
Juan de Fuss, between the 
southern tip of Vancouver 
Island and Washington, on 
their way to Port Angeles, 
opoo Non. through Sat., 8 a.un.-5 p.m. 
patience a~ a nurse sin~e 
coming to Terrace in 1958. Opposition Leader Pierre 
Nielsen, who ran un- Trudeausaid hisparty would 
sneceaofully for a council move another non- 
seat last year, says there confidence molion today, the 
subject o be anneunced. It
should be a woman on wli[be ~/oted on Wednesday. 
council. 'l~ere Is also in. Monday's voteeamehonrs 
dicetlon that a. third Woman af.ter a federal study group 
will be filing nomination released n report races. 
papers oo~. So far none of mending that shares of the 
the incumbents have in- governmentowned oil 
dicated whether or not they company be distributed free 
will seek re-election, to every eligible Canadian 
Wash.; a hazardous piece 
mvigatlon. 
of The Canadian govern~nopt 
will "talk to Washington ann 
- t ry  to obtain acceptance 
from the Americana on the 
(which would) 
the environmental 
hazards," he said. , 
Prime Mlntster Joe Clark 
will announce in the near 
future how Canada plans to 
get the U.S. to accept he 
Tram Mountain prolzZal. 
Trams Mountain's plan will 
see tankers hipping oil from 
~des ,  Alaska to Low Point, 
~n~wust  coast of 
Howeve~,qt's upto the U.S. 
government todecide which 
~o .~ct will be aPprgved, he 
Natives claim a win 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  proceeding with major 
Native Indians have hailed construction." 
the withdrawal of Foothills Rick Salter, Union of B.C. 
Oil Pipe Lines Ltd. fr°m " I~ 'ar -  ~ .a |  l~  
National Energy Board 
hearings Monday as a .  
expresses  
oo p.  concern  
OTTAWA (CP) ~-,.Prime 
to consider propeaak by Minister Clark Saidto~y be 
regrets the decision by 
Mountain Pipe Line Co. Ltd. Fonthllis Pipeline'. Ltd. to 
of Vancouver to build a wlthdraw a proposal for an 
pipeline to move Alaska oil all-land route to move 
to the midwest Un i ted  Alaskan oil to the U.S, 
States. . midwest. 
'Foothills president Ed • Clark told the Commons 
Phillips said his comps~,,ll :the 8overn]~ent remainS 
seeping' ~de to 'allow'"a ConCerned abeut-the l innet 
quick hearing of Trans on the environment of 
Mountain's proposal which moving oil by tanker from 
involves increased oil tanl/er Alaska and along the West 
traffic along the British Coast to the lower 48 states. 
Columbia coast. 
The company will continue 
to act as nn lntervaner intha 
hearings, and will be able to 
cross.examine the Trams 
Mountain applicatloo. 
In the meantime, Phillips 
said in an interview, 
Foothills will keep its 
proposal ready to subject it 
to the board's scrutiny if 
Tram Mountain is rejected. 
Both the Canadian and 
B.C. governments have 
supported Foothills. 
.He said in reply to a 
question from Art Phillips 
(L-Vancouver Centre) that 
the government will 
psohably be in touch with the 
U.S. government over the 
matter. 
Foothilk withdrew its pro- 
posal Monday about the 
same time as an an- 
nouncement in Washington 
that U.S. Interlor Secretary 
Cecil Angus is putting his 
support behind use of tank. 
ers tomove the oil to the U.S. 
and is rejecting pipeline 
routes through Canada. 
significant victory for Indian 
land claims. 
made the. announcement as 
the beard convened hearings 
Foothills and Trnns 
The company also said it is 
.withdrawing because "it 
• Dec is ion  given to commemorate hi~feat. See story page 5,~ ~o,o uv Do, scha,,,~ anearlyplpelinethronghtha 
Yukon while Indian land 
PAY UP  Oil prices elaimsremainunaettledand ; o l  s a l  the council for Yukon In- aid 
diana is consequently so • 
9R ELSE to onr project,, l t lC  Don Rasenbloum, council 
By BRUCELEVETT on lncrease  lawyer, said Foothills' -OLYMPIA, Wash.(AP)-- 
LONDON(C'P)--Andy statement on native land Reactlon was mixed Monday 
claims applies to the com- to the endorsement by In- 
Smultanthe Bowhas  doteStreetWith l~WYORKiAP)--Libya direc( impact" on the price pany's $12 billion Alaska terior Secretary Cecil An- 
Highway natural gas drus of the Northern Tier 
magistrates, set for Nov. ignored OPEC price IL, niis in of fuel in the United States, pipeline already approved Pipeline Co. proposal for 
12, and it's something to Joining Iran as the latest pro. 
ducers to raise etude-oil by the U.S. and Canada. moving Alaskan crude oil to 
prices, and analysis ay it Both pipelines were The proposal presently 
tony foretell another ound proposed for the same ealk for establishment of an 
of increases for world 
and concluded crude oil 
prices are lower than they 
ought to be in view of in- 
flailcti and the declining 
value of the U.S. dollar. 
I ran 's  • increase ,  
retroactive toOct..1, raises 
the price of its best-quality 
oil by $1.50, to $23.50 U,S. 
($27,49 Canadian) a barrel, 
and its lesser-quality off by 
S2.27, to 122,77 U.S. (~.64  
Canadian) a barrel. 
do with his job. 
The charge is "in- 
sulting behavior likely to 
cause a breach of the 
~ ace," but, British law ing what it is, he can't 
talk about he charge at 
this.point. 
Andy is a Smelly 
Tramp, from the 
orgnnization of the same 
name and his motto is 
"pay up or throw up." 
It's a collection agency, 
the brainchild of 
magazine ditor Peter 
Stokes, who owes it all to 
a tramp who walked past 
him upwind in Dublin one 
day. 
petroleum prices. 
The Libyan and Iranian 
price increases were first 
revealed by a newsletter that 
covers the industry and were 
cordirmed by spokesmen for 
several U.S. companies that 
buy the oil. lran and Libya 
provide about 10 per cent of 
the oil usedby the United 
States. 
Monday's price increases, 
plus a 10-per-cent boost last 
week by Kuwait -- to 121.43 
or 125.07 Canadian-  are 
seen by analysts as touching quality, 
corridor. The council ouc- 
cessfully argued before the 
board last week that 
Foothills should provide 
environmental nd Socio., 
economic information on the 
cumulative ffects of con- 
struction of two major 
pipelines. 
"The Yukon Indiana can 
the Midwest United States. 
oil port at Port Angeles, 
Wash., and a 1,500.mile 
pipeline running across 
Washington and the northern 
tier states to Clearbrnek, 
Minn. 
"It was premature and 
political," said Rep. Don 
Bonker (D--Wash), who 
represents Claliam County, 
the site of the proposed oil 
pert. 
Bonker Joined Rep. AI 
Swift, also a Democrat, in 
~estioning the need for an 
dl re. 
"~e recommendation is 
cuntrary to our supply and 
demanddeta hat indicates 
there is going W be no sur- 
plus Alaskan oil for shipment 
to the Midwest," said 
Beaker. 
Indian Chiefs spokeamun, 
said that if Foothills 
recognizes that Indian 
people will suffer from 
construction of the oil 
pipeline "it must also 
recognize native interests 
will be damaged by the gas 
pipeline built in the same 
corridor." 
He also said that beth the 
Northern Tier and Trams 
Mountain applications in- 
valve tanker traffic that 
could have "drastic im- 
pfleations for fisheries." 
Phillips said t~e only way 
a Canadian company will 
win the pipeline contract isif 
Canada can provide a 
s~,  U.'~!fi~ ~ po;!tion on ai) 
nltei'natfve (0' aii i, ll. 
American proposal gaining 
favor in the U.S. 
- Such an unequivocal 
position won't be reached 
quickly, he said, if the board 
examines two competing 
prolz~ak at once. 
U.S. President Jimmy 
Carter is to make a decision 
in early December on which 
project goes ahead, and it 
Canada hasn't made a 
dacisiun by then, those in. 
valved will be labelled ob- 
structtonint, Phillips sa id .  
Phillips, who also is 
president of Westcoast 
Transmission of Vancouver, 
one of the partners in the 
Foothills venture, ..,mid the 
group in willing to risk a final 
decision being made while 
iis propmal is still on the 
sidelines. 
U.S. Interior Secretary 
Cecil Andrus endorsed the 
Northern Tier Pipeline Co. 
proposal in a letter Monday 
to Carter. 
The $1.2 billion proposal 
calls for a 2,400-kilometre ~r Pellne to move Alaska oil om Port Angeles on 
Washington's Olympic 
Pealeaula, cross the Strait 
of Juan de Fuca from Vic. 
torts, to Clearbrook, Mlnn, 
Trano Mountain wants to 
build a pipeline from an oil 
port at Low Point, Just west 
of Port Angeles, to the 
Canadian border at Sumas, 
Wash., then to Edmonton in 
a line paralleling the com. 
pony's existing pipeline. 
Both proposals have been 
opposed by those who fear 
increased tanker traffic will 
increase the chances of oil 
opilk. 
The $1.8 billion Foothills 
proposal calls for the oil to 
move from Alaska in a 
pipeline through the Yukon 
and ncrtheastom B.C. to 
Edmonton. It woold then 
move south in existing 
pipelines. 
Llbya'e price rise, ef- rejoice with the sudden turn 
receive Monday, tacks t2 per of events that appears 
cent onto its prices, which corporate interests are 
vary depending on the finally taking heed of the 
quality of oil, ' which importance ofnative claims 
• generally is considered high before embarking on major 
projects," Rosenhioom said. 
"We are as vehemently 
Libya's increase isseen by opposed to the gas pipeline 
'analysts as particularly as the oil pipeline. We will 
significant because it breaks hold them (Foothills) to the 
the $23.50-a-barrel OPEC same principle of settling 
ceiling, native laid claims before 
Debt counsell ing cut back 
"Just the sort of person 
to collect debts," Stokes' 
mused. 
In the first place, not I 
everyone can do the Job J 
and it wasn't until Andy, a [ 
bachelor, happened on J 
the scene with his special l 
talent-- blocked sinuses I 
- -  that the idea got off the 
ground. 
When. Andy arrives 
home in Golders Green, 
his business togs go into n 
garbage hag which goes 
into a shed at the bottom 
of the garden. There is 
seldom an argument over 
who gets the bathroom 
first. 
Since Andy began 11 
months ago, he has 
collected more than 
&70,000 ($180,000) in bad 
debts. 
off a series of leapfrogging 
increases by individual 
members of the Organ. 
izatinn of Petroleum Ex- 
porting Countries. 
Mexico, not an OPEC 
member, raised it~ prices 
last week by $2 to $24.50 or 
$28.7S Canadian. 
Analysts expect hat, like 
two earlier rounds of in. 
creases this year, the in. 
dividual increases will 
culminate ina general rise in 
OPEC's set prices. The car. 
tel meets in December to 
discuss prices. 
Meanwhile, in California 
on Monday, a federal Judge 
refused to reconsider his dis. 
• missal of a price-fixing suit 
against he OPEC nations. 
U.S. District Judge Andrew 
Hauk has ruled OPEC's 
pricina actions had "no 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Debt counselling services in Terrace will be cut off 
at the end of next month if new funding is not for- 
theoming. 
Debt Counsellor William Godden was forced to 
discontinue his regular service to Kitimat when the 
service budget was cut from $12,000 to $6,000 by the 
provincial government. 
Dave Gelately of the Terrace Community Services 
says a request has been made to secure $4,000 in 
contingency funds. He is expecting an answer to the 
application any day. Even if the contingency funds are 
released, the service will be cut back. Tberp. wm ~-. 
four-day service in Terrace, a one-day service In 
Kitimat, and Nass Valley residents will be able to 
come to Terrace on Saturday mornings to consult 
Godden. 
The debt counsellor made a presentaUon at 
Saturday's workshop of service organizations at the 
Terrace Hotel. The service groups attending the in. 
formation session have asked Skeena MLA Frank 
Howard to POUUOn for a community services board to 
oversee funding for such interests as the debt coun- 
selling service. 
If the service to approximately 50to 60 Terrace and 
Kitimat residents is cut off, debt counselling will be 
,,-.,)ilnhlp (rnm tim I:b4ne~/".,~,~,~ fl~,- 
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CUPE members okay vowto fight the gov't 
By JULIET O'NEILL service unions by giving thestate-ownedoilcompeny, unions ln the.publlc sector is said, should spur the labor t~'actingout" expert from Canadinn Labor Congress did not act quickly enough i'n 
QUEBEC (CP) -- Rank. work contracts to employers on grounds that public real and.it's here," she said. movement o fight in the CUPE'e national office in (CLC) was temporarily alerting its affllla.te unlo~ 
scuttled by disagreement that postal woraers aria 
over the wording of a miners needed their 
in~lle members of the 
Cansdinn Union of Public 
Employees (CUPE) have 
endorsed policies aimed at 
batt l ing government 
measures their leader says 
could help destroy public 
service unions. 
Some 1,500 delegates to 
CUPE's national policy con- 
ventlon, held every two 
years, voted Monday to 
f~ernd their f~ht against 
el, provincial and 
municipal governments 
which circumvent public 
and workers outside the 
public service. 
They also vowed to in. 
tensify protests against 
government moves which 
threaten the right to strike. 
• Several delegates said 
Parliament's bill last fall 
legislating legally-striking 
postal workers back to wor~ 
threatens the entire labor 
movement. 
And they supported an 
emergency resolution urging 
the government not to 
dismember Petro-Canada, 
service Jobs should be 
protected and consumers 
need the company to fend off 
foreign control of the oil 
industry in Canada. 
Grace Hartman, CUPE 
president since 1975, opened 
the week-long convention 
with a warning that em- 
ployers and governments 
have hsen stirring up anti. 
union sentiment that Could 
backfire on the unions "ff we 
fail to recngnise how we're 
being manipulated."' 
,The movement to destroy _ These decisions, Hartman 
Hartman said the turning political arena. Ottawa, said in an interview 
point came with the 1975-1978 CUPE delegates resolved that .CUPE's membership 
wnge-and-price controls pro. to  step up battles against wouldincreaseby~peresnt 
gram, and continued with governments giving con- ff all levels of government. 
the former Liberal govern- tracts to people outside the stopped the practice. 
ment's plan to tie public public service after hearing There are about 257,000 
service wages to pdvato of successful .fights by members in CUPE, 
sector levels, garbage collectors in representing hospital, 
Now, the Progressive Con- Toronto and Windsor, Ont. library, electrical utility, 
ervative government plans Ineach case, CUPE con- government office and other 
to reduce unemployment vihced local government workers under the 
insurance benefits and. to. that ,using public service .Jurlsdtetion of. the three 
diop60,000Jobs offthe public ~ employees we.h-'d:be cheaper 4evek of government . 
service payroll in the next andmore fficient and had " An attempt by some 
five years, local citizens back them up. delegates to have the can- 
Larry Katz, a "con- ventlon censure the 
il 
resolution, flonnctal'and moral suppe~t, 
The resolution, pm~sed The resolutions committee 
by the Saskatchewan which clears all policy state. 
division of CUPE, said the~ ments before debate, 
leadership ofthe CLC during ~anged the wording to "at 
recent strikes by the postal best inadequate." 
workers and miners at Inco 
Following a debate about  
/ 
Nowadays~ a man likes a little 
beauty in his truck to go along 
with the brawn. And Chevy 
Trucks measure up handsomely 
in both categ0, ries. 
You can dress one up to do 
you proud. With co[our-co- 
ordinated interior, bucket seats, 
tinted glass, CB, styled wheels 
and special window options. Plus 
a choice of striking two-tone 
colour schemes and streamlined 
"~' sport packages• 
• .  i t~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.~,~ 
,Suburban "$uperwa~on'. 
• , . ;  .•• 
eTwo.wheel drive models. 
Whatever suits your style. 
And when it comes to t.ack- 
ling a tough lob, don't let the 
good looks fool you. Underneath 
the beautiful skin are'a lot of 
tough features. The front rides on 
a massive girder beam with in- 
dependent suspensionYTwo-stage i 
- Choose from Pickups, 
Blazers, Vans ~nd Suburban 
I I  '9  , Superwagons .They re all beauti- 
fully tough. At your Chevy Truck 
Dealers now. New vehicle 
warranty 12 months or 20,000 
kilometres. ,3-year perforation 
from corrosion w~anty.  
rear leaf springs deliver a balanced, Available COntinuous Protection 
ride for light or heavy loads. ' "/Plan Optior~ for all non-commer- 
Special flush-and-dry 'channels ¢ial lighi~-di]ty trucks. 
protect double-wall areas. A n d . .  "' . . . .  I l ea l  
brakes are computer-matched , " ,- n 
to GVWR. . " 
BUILT TO STAY TOUGH. 
Four-wheel drive Blazer. 
Some of the equipment Illustrated Is Optlonai t e~tra cost. 
in Sndbury, Ont. "has varied 
from inadequate to 
disantrn~." 
• :.- Several delegates agreed 
with the tone of ~the 
resolution, saying the CLC 
LONDON (AP) -- Britain 
Opens eparate negotiations 
with Prime Minister Abel 
Muzorewa today after telling 
guerrilla leaders Joshua 
Nkomo and Robert Mugabe 
to quit the Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia peace conference 
ft. they won't accept the 
constitution proposed by 
Britain. 
Nkomo and Mugabe, rival 
political leaders whose 
alliance in the Patriotic 
Front in generally regarded 
the wording and the com- 
mittee's control ~ over 
resolutions, the ~ statement 
was sent hack to the com- 
mittee temporarily. . 
BRIEFS .,,[ 
as a marriage of con- 
veulenee, met Monday night 
10It could not agree how to 
respond to the move by the 
British foreign secretary, 
Lord Carrington, to break 
the deadlock in the talks. 
Sources clese to them said 
Nkomo wanted to bow to the 
British ultimatum and stay 
in the conference while 
Mupbe wanted to withdraw 
and intensify their war for 
control of their African 
homeland. 
Runaway well capped 
MEXICO CITY (AP) -- A 
310-ton steslcon'e has been 
successfully .installed over 
the runaway Ixtec I offshore 
oil well to eaptm'e much of 
the pshing crude and cut 
co~tomlnstion, government 
~1 company officials said 
today. 
But they said the rogue we! 
, which has been spewing, 
about 42S,000 gallons of oil a 
day into the Bay oi Cam-. 
poche 800 Idlometres south Of 
the. Texas bordr, calmer be 
pluRed until two relief.well~,, 
reach the'~d~r. , ...... , ,  
Ofllckis said Ixtoe I might 
be plugged bofore the end of 
the month. 
The cone, 13 metres across 
and and six metres h l~ fit , 
neatly over the well hole .., 
Monday. It will capture 
about 85 per cent of the oil 
escaping into the bay, of. 
fleials of Pemex, the 
Mexican oil monopoly, said. 
The well blew out June 3. 
The t~'milliolt cone was 
lowered:tnto~th~ bay twice 
before, buti:it...~ackod and 
was , retu.~n.ey~ to its 
manufactur~co~Brown and
Root. ~.J~o~fQ0, Tax., for 
repairs. 
Third world topic wins 
STOCKHOLM, Sweden The Alfred Nobel 
(AP) -- The Nobel Memorial Memorial Prize in Economic 
Prize in Economies was Science, a 10-year-old ad- 
awarded Jointly today to an ditlon to the original Nobel 
American and a Briton prizes, was given to Schultz 
workinglntheUnitodStstes, and Lewis "for their 
The $190,000 prize went to pioneering research into 
Theodore Schultz of the economic, development 
4 University ~ C~engb and- research ~!~h~lSaYticular 
Sir, Arthur /~wla,  of .Prin~-. conslderatlOn-, ~ ~M~ .':the 
eeton University for problems of developing 
l~onser~ research into the countries" aceordlng to the 
economic problems of devel- citation by the Royal 
oplng countries. Academy ot Sciences. 
Escape organized effort 
SEATTLE (AP)  - -  people about the escape 
Members of a revolut/onary before it happened and said 
group called Wells Six-inS It would behis people who 
C6~munion arranged an would be waiting outside to 
esca~ .~m King, C~ty  ~ behz!.' .... .~ .. 
compatrtstArti-eRayBaker~ about the California.based 
said a federal prosecutor, radical group as part of his 
Assistant U.S. Attorney requesttohaveBaker'swife, 
Rou SUm said Baker led the 
breakout Sunday night here Marie Ferreboeuf, held 
in which one of seven without bail. 
escapees was killed and four 
persons, Including a 
pellceman, were injured. 
One of the escapees, David 
Edward Warriner, remained 
at large. 
*'Baker organized it," said 
U.S. Magistrate John 
Weinberg Monday. "He told 
She is free on ~0.000 bail in 
the custody of her parents in 
San Francisco while awaing 
sentencing on charges aim 
aided her husband in killing 
a U.S. Customs Service 
guard at the Lynden, Wash. 
border as they returned from 
Camda last May. 
Trapped narwhales hot 
YELLOWKNIFE, N.W.T. 
(CP) -- Thirty narwhak 
trapped by Ice in an Arctic 
bay were shot Monday by 
hunters. 
The rest of the pod ot about 
40 whales was to be har- 
vested today. 
The mammals became 
trapped last week while 
feeding in Agu Bey on Boffin 
bland. A solid wail of ice 
formed behind them after ice 
flown blew into the mouth of 
the hay and temperatures 
dropped. 
Don Dewier, district 
fisheries manager for the 
western region, said the 
whales would have starved 
to death ff they hadn't been 
shot. 
"it's unfortunate it hap- 
parted but It was lucky it 
occurred rlBht in front of the 
outpost camp so that they 
( lg loo l l k  hunters) could 
make use of them," Dowler 
said. 
'Tin sure it happens every 
year somewhere, but we 
don't often hear about it," 
Fisheries managers aren't 
concerned destruction of the 
entire pod will have a serious 
impact on the over-all 
narwhal pepuistion'in the 
region, he said. 
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Eurocan has barrels full of the PCBs 
• By A~_, DUNSMUIR. beat up and eliminates the Fritter said the tran- chemicalbecame no qually "If everybody does their " Mahoney said the com- eliminated even i{ traw che~ionl, flrctintreducedin 
l ~ s  Klthnat pulp dunserofenpiosion, aformers which are "Fuil of ~oodsubetliuteisavaliab]e. part thore is leas harm in the peny uses a collection agent Mormera"arewsahedl,000 thelN0'e, at related to DDT, 
mill ben 50 phons of Em~)canandthelrenOre PCBa" have been on site for He eaid sil precautions as use of PCBs in trausformers which transports the waste times." Traces cf the hlffhly dispersive and per- 
polycbiorinated bil~myin Co. of Canada have lodged 10 years,-before PCBs were prescribed by the B.C. than oil which can cause' to thedispoealunitfollowin~ chemical will remain in sister in the environment. 
(PCB) on hand and wunts to an ob~,cfion to proposed considered dangerous. Workers' Compensation explosions," Mahoney said. strict govarnrnent controls, whatever oolunt is used and Wilson said the ehemical 
contintle using the toxic federal reatrlctiosa whinh He said the company has Board are followed when He said all transformers He said the company tope the problem of waste huildsupinthefoodch~in.ln 
chemical to top up the would prohibit the use of lodged a "minor objection" transformers are topped up. on' the Euroean site are up transformers every two to disposal will remain, one experiment, mtnk fed 
• c~anpuy's 25tranflormets. PCBa ms top-up fluid, the to the proposed re~ulations W.A. Mahonoy, Eurocan's located in catch basins so three years and any waste is He anld the proposed ban contaminated fish failed to 
" PCBhasbuanih)kedwith manufartureo~theehemical in the hope that use of PCBs technical, director, said thatasplllcanbel~ckedup, stored until it fills "at least a lnvolvus"abf~inveatment" reproduce. 
.I/rib defects, liver damage s in Canada, Its import or the in trausfonnere will not be Friday that as Ion~ as the Waste PCBs are stored in 45 gabon drum." for the company.. Wilson said no proper 
mdcanoer.Tbesubetanceis import of products con- banned. WCB regulations are oh- drums and moved to a Mahoney said the PCBs "We are suffering because disposal site exists in 
used as a coolant in tran. talnin~ it. Fritter said the company ~erved no harm is involved disposal site in eastern already in the units can someone buried some and Canada. He said PCBs can 
.sto~ners because it does not Eurecan spokesman Start wants to continue using the in the use of PCBs, Canada. never be completely the'spltl at Prince Rupert put only be destroyed by I~  
• ' . the heat on everyone," tanperature incineration. 
Mushroom pickers warned about the danger - - .e , . , ,  .- He said the company has Minsi~saup, Ontario used to 50gallonsofthechemicalon provide the service. It has 
hand, eaoush for 400 years at been' dosed down because 
By DONSCHAFFER Tordon-~2 is i d~oliant Tordon-22, an organic acid danger it poses to h.mnan the five acres could be " thistle plants that look dand. the present ussge rate of ona the highly populated neigh- 
Herald 8taft Writer wbich was sprayed on Id~h. which acts as a brondlenf life. anywhere.' These have likely been gallon In eight years, bourhood on the outskirts of 
Doug Wilson, en- People here may have way rights-of-way near plant killer, has been said to It was sprayed along the According to Burgess, sprayed. If you have Toronto was "not the place 
been picking mushrooms Codarvale, and a Codarvale cause cancer in humans. It, north and south sideo cf whether or nct the mushrooms from these vironmental contaminants to transport that stuff 
that are contaminated with resident reported that uion8 with other defoliants, Highway 16 between mushrooms along the right- areas, throw them away. branch, Environment mound." 
the potentially dangerous mushroom pickers were has recently been discussed Codarvaleand NewHaselton of-way have been sprayed, it There have been con- Canada, said Friday the Wilson said, however, that 
chemicafTordon -9~. ~tive in that right-of-way, vdthreprdtothepotentiui between August 6 and is never a gnod idea to plch flitting reports of the governments wants to ban some companies are no- 
" • August 23 cf 1979. Terry plants from areas adjacent toxidtyofTordon-22. Gordon use of PCBs as top-up fluid ceptisff PCBs for storage FOR FACILITIE,q ~g. ,o f  thedaperlment toroada, as some plants and Slwum, former hcad of B.C. end get rid of stnolm of PCB. until a disposal unit is 
- of hiShways in Prince in particular mushrooms, Hydro,. reportedly drank a He said .the government available. 
George, . said that ' the absorb the lead that is glass of Tordon-~ to prove will not force eempenlea to Randy Wright, president • , ,,. g o"e-e o y-'-a-s . , o~. , _  = .  kill emmitted from the exhaust bis eonfidenceinitssafety, remove PCBscoutainedin dlocal~gaoftheCanedian 
.'. Canada thistle plants,, and fumes from cars. but Burseas said, "~rum transformers but the Paporwcrkera Union, aaid 
was sprayed only on the Althoush there has only drinks it, but I won't." chemical may be banned as Eurocan workers don't want 
plants and immediately been one.report of people Irene lnouye, who sells top-up fluid, to use PCBs or bo associated five y e a r  plan moand them. plcking mushrooms from the i/nemmhroomotoJapaneee Wlison satd that under the with them in any way. 
i Burgess said that the right-of-way in question, Imyers, had no comment proposed legis lat ion,  He said the union has 
• substance was used on a people are advised not to when asked If any of the transfcrmers no longer objected to the use of PCBs 
total of five acres of the I/ok any mushrooms from pickers who have bronffht servicable must be replaced by the company 10ut can 
ByED~'DIN The ustimated cost is ~ explained the proposed plan right-of-way between any hiShway risht-of-wsy, mushrooms there had plcked by ones that do not require make nc formal complaint 
' Harsld Staff Writer thousand, would "see us through the Cedsrvale and New Definite spots to avoid are their mushrooms from PCBo as a coolant, until the proponod INOsiation 
Ezpanuion cf the leased next five years." Hazelton, but also said that near brown thistles, or large Cedarvuie. He 'described the is in force. 
' 'JL1mgoverningbeal'dofthe iremisea in Prinea Rupert o " 
Northwest Community include the entire building, 
pve  its epprovaf to which is now only partially 
a proposed five-year leased by the eolie~e. That 
|aeilltles plan at their proposal would cost in the 
U~lthly meeda~ ti~ past neighbourhnod of $100 
SatUrday • . thousand° 
The fadlifle~ upgrading The expouditm of 10.5 
plan calls for the ex- thousand to expand the 
i~ndltare of an eatimated Houston facillflm to 27o0 
. . _ o v . . _ _ .  store ave years;. The expansion of the Tae planwad forwarded to athletic facilities at the 
Education Minister Pat Terrace campus, so as to 
McGenr on Monday. College include racket and handi)811 
Bursar Jeff Harris indicated courts, and the conversiun of
tbere ires been fsvourabie present locker room space 
traction from officials in into a small gym. This 
Victoria. The five-year project ia budgeted for 
fadlitieS plan oomplhnents thousand: 
the equally ambitious five- The I~lldJn8 of dasm'oom 
year educational .'~plan and _pantry seekfacilities at
nlmatly develol~d,:',:  ':'. :the'.Ten'are.~IX~ for an' , 
Hi~hlights efth't~i~ropbeed estimated $115 thousand. 
$I,16 mllllon program in- The exp~diture of 11'/5 
duda: thousand for the expansion 
The expansion of library of the Kltimat premises. 
and the Lmro l~ Resource The board does not expect 
Centre at the Terrace a definite reply from the 
campus to bdnB it up to government until sometime 
province wide standards, early next year. Harris 
th -Or  Whi le  Quant i t ies  Las t .  
Registration up ~:~:  
ByEDYUDIN.......: • most effldent of~ a~' .corn,:: ;~:...~,,~.,~.~:~~:#~'~ii;!:,:,:,~. . Colgate Tootl peste has ......... ~.: :~ .... Crest. Toothpaste : . 
'~ : ' *~ M;F;P; Fluoiqde: 'Reg. '  100 ml ..... .' . :  HereJd0tefl Writer- munity ' 'collese .:Jn, the" i~ ' . . ; i ;~ :~%: i~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ~ rqlistratton for the province. & Winferfresh;'100"ml; Reg. price 1.19 
experimental Anik B i 
" 79 99 
satemte pro~p~m has taken usic : : ' :  : .~ : : "~ i .~  
a drmmattc upswing, pc- 
group • . , .  Now • = Dr v.--e J in four of :!:~i:i traflon 
e~ht courses offered at the ..... 
At (me point a number of The Terrace Plpea'~J~/ti ' 'Vaseline Intensive Care iTS,/ ~ ;:~ 
tbeeoorsss were threatened Dru~Soelety be]d .tbe~" ~Lotion' soothes, softens & Agree Shampoo ~ -. *! 
with canooUa~t~daa~.the ~ l i l  i~eneral , i~ l ] t l  ~Y~- "Herbal. 40~~1'. : " ""./:" ~ ~: to i!i~::::!!~ 
• Oct. II at Cassie Hall School, 
'  OLBATE nq  . . . .  ,,,.=.._,o, . , . .  1 no ? .pobl lc ityaeonui.bie uttandance,--tors w .e  1 0 0  1 ~ 7  dalFen of additional chosen and appointments h,:~ 
enrollment hen been made. " . Our price ~/~::i 
a i led , "  remarked George The new directors are ~.~,~ 
at Saturday's oolle~e board David Phillips, chairmen, ~,~.,,, 
m ~ .  "At the moment John Halley, manager, 
the enrollment Is quite Patrick Hail, secretary, Johnson & Johnson 
~tistactary." There are 87 Helen Windsor, treasurer, 
rqibtrants for the S courses and Tom Black, stores 'irish Spring' Hand Soap Baby Powder ~_.::.:: 
offered, ThaAn!k-Bp.ro~am manager. 4 - 95 g bars per package. 14 oz. ~.. . 
offers students the up- Drum maJm~ for this year Regular price 2.26 ~;..: ........ :~-~ 
PO' tY  of reee/vlng in" is Desmend ConnauBht" "~ ~ 99 1" 
inltitute of Technology via a Baekman, and drum ~.~. . . : . : .~  
Uw sateli/te transmission, sergeant is Patrick Hall, ~:~:" ~,~,~..-*'~ 
Tile proMam is ex- Nelson Gm is Pipe Major, ~we~ • pkg. Now : :~  
porimeatel in nature, with end the pipe corporal ~ ~ ' ~  
the ultimate aim of milieu is vacant. ~ ~ ' , ~  
provldlnS, first r~/te in- ~ 
sis~.~lon for remote areas. I Ivory Soap Woolco Absorbent Bells 
In other college news, 1 , Bar economy pack Reg. price .99 • 
Cosstructicn Ltd. ' E R Reg. price 1.29 ' " '  
. .wn..n truc, WEATH 
for Imsebold improvement " ' " d~ ~" 
" ' - -  - "  99 7 - . . . .  kciliti~. Reinhart's bid of 150,000 was the lowest ' ' i~mitted. N~'thern Mldnland, Queen ~::::< .:.: .Now • NOW • . . . .  . .. ! ( ( , ,  . .'.. 
The accounting depart- Charlottes: Cloudy today ~;~/:/":" : ~':': I " 
meat at the college is now with nocaslonel ight rain. " " ....... [ 'Johnson's No MoreTeara' 
qpm~ting on a computer Highs today 11 to 13, lows > ~ " "  ~ . . . .  ~':" Baby ~hmpoo.  Good for the : .... 
e~tem. ,~e system was touii~t 2 to 5. Cloudy with • ' " :  i ."ii.:"~ ~. Sudden Beauty Halrspray . whole fatally. 45~ml. I ~':~ ~ . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' :. ; Ustermint Mouthwash 
q~eratioml as of oct, l, and sunny l~dOda Wednesday, gate" ulhwashhelps 500 ml 4 8 6  :::~:! ~ceordin~ to Bursar Jeff highs 10 to 13. i| i ~ keeP' ~ 18 oz. • .... ;il;~!i~ 
Harris, it is probebly the Chilcotin, C;dboo, Central • Sth fresh,500-ml size. : ::I::F Reg. price 1.99 Reg. price 1,73 * | on. ii!i ~:i~:! 
o . . o  99 !1  OI~I~R I~..W.CTED" patches today with in- ili~::~:ii:/.ii:::i:'~a~a' ".• c~ma RInNconditions ::77: / 6 6 'S tay fm Msxl Pads'. No . I t s , :  .ii:.'!/i;~ The Us/ted States offered creasinscloudstl~mominl ~!:.:.i.tOo|Helpseilmtnatetangles/. ~ '":::t ' nopinstFmm'Johnson& ~.'~i..i,:i:!:.: 
storm relief aid to Cuba in and a few sbowem in the i:~! : :~Re0.&Bbd~mi~ ' / : :  ! Now Johnson'. Box of 10. 
11~ but WaS rejected, afternoon. NOW • . i:.~.i ';.iiii:::!;i:~ 
~:~'::"~""~" :": : I: ":: ;;:': :" :oU ": !:::::::Q~p!;:~.$. Sled Izedsafety p 
lii : :i: y: are F mote ; ::.: : box : 
• Asplrln Tahlets Suave Shampoo '~alrol Nleeq¢ Eaay.' In 8 • ' ::::::J::i!i:, 
100's Egg, Lemon or Baby. cOloum.Halr©olourwlthbullt- .:::-":~. 
:147 : 99 99 In °°ndlll°n's 3 "" Lazelle Medlcal Centre Is pleased to,an- Reg.  p r l ce  1 ,61  Reg .  p r l ce  1 .39  ..... nounce that I ; . .,~;:~:~! 
L . .'i .. : • >..~..~:~iF H. CAS[Y AllAH/iN ,, eL  : ~:~?:~!,~:~:;i~ NOW • NOW • " :  :': . 
will be lolnlng the clinic as of OCTOBER 15, • ' . : ~ ' ,.:":::~:~::~.~.~,:.~:~. 
1979.  . . . . . .  " " - . . . .  - ~ ~  "~/~-~~ ~ . - /  . , /  " . .="  : ",~ 
Dr. Abraham's office hours Wlll be from 10 I I  ~ \  for yogr ' ' I 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 1 II \ ~ r ~  shopping . 
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EDITORIAL 
Recent moves • by state and federal 
agencies in the United States throwing 
support behind the pipeline proposal that 
would involve supertanker traffic down 
the West Coast are already having an 
effect here. 
There is speculation that the 
Progressive Conservative government 
of Joe Clark will also endorse the 
proposal rather than buck American 
.pressure. 
There was considerable opposition 
from lobbies formed in communities on 
the Queen Charlotte Islands, Prince 
Rupert, Kiflmat and Terrace to a 
proposal to bring supertankers in to 
Kitimat up the uouglas Channel. 
We can expect to hear from those 
same groups again in the light of 
possible decisions, which would see a 
threat of oil spills on our coast. 
Public pressure played a great part in 
putting the Kitlmat oil port project to 
rest. That same pressure will have to be 
used to prevent the only slightly more 
distant threat of oll spills on our 
coastline from supertankers travelling 
from Alaska to Cherry Point in the state 
of Washington. 
EDiTOI 'S *JOURNAL 
BY GREG MIDDLETON 
I I 
That the Social Credit Party hacks were advising 
and may have been indulging in sending phony letters 
to the editor surprises me not in the least. 
The letters to the editor column has been a part of 
the newspaper that is easily manipulated and it has 
been that way since the first newspaper. 
Samuel Clements, better known'as ~Ma~ .Twain, 
signed a friend's name to a letter to the editor and~ not 
only sent it in but sent a copy to his friend with the note 
that he used the fellow's name because it would carry 
more weight• 
So while it didn't surprise me that the Soered flank 
artists were touting phony letters to the editor, it did 
take me aback a bit to see that a former acquaintance 
of mine got caught at it. 
Jack Kelly is no stranger to the fast one. A little 
Irishman who may not have seen the Emerald Isle for 
a while, heretains the legendary Irish gift of the gab. 
It was quite a few years ago that Kelly pulled a little 
of the boondoggle for me. But it was a nloely done 
piece of business and I recognized the man as a talent. 
Kelly was a quiet little fellow who hung around with 
the much younger photographers at the student 
newspaper I worked on at the University of Victoria. I 
was somewhat suspicious of anyone with his number 
of years associating with the college kids. It usually 
indicates a person who hasn't made it in his peer 
group and is seeking the easier adulation of the young. 
Kelly sensed my reservations, however, and came 
to me to explain that he was simply back at school to 
take courses to help him with his career as a social 
worker and was passing the time between classes by 
passing on the experience he had gained as a 
photographer. • 
While I wasn't completely convinced, Kelly did 
improve the quality of oar photographers' work and he 
had their respect and admiration. 
As a gesture of good faith Kelly volunteered his 
essinta~tce to me when I ran into trouble with the 
student council. He ran interference for me and sweet 
talked them into not disembewfiug me each time I 
attacked them in the paper, 
Kelly even convinced one aging Joe College that 
being ca.lled a dlletante was a compliment. 
Kelly's finest moment was when he talked the 
student government into allowing himself to go to a 
conference of student newspaper editors the council 
wouldn't let me attend. 
Kelly gave me the airplane tickets and hotel and 
conference registration confirmations as I was to 
drive him to the airport and see him off. He called me 
just as I was leaving to pick him up to tell me be 
couldn't go as there was a family ortsis at his house 
involving a daughter who had been caught smoking, I 
believe. Fortunately, I had my begs packed and was 
able to go in his place. 
Kelly stoutly defended me during the subsequent 
attempts to fire me for going to the conference. Kelly 
stated that if I had not taken his advice and gone in his 
place the students would have wasted the money paid 
out in delegates fees. 
Kelly took the respensihility for the decision. He has 
broad shoulders for a man who appears to have no 
substance to him at all. 
I was rather surprised he got caught. I was not at all" 
surprised he took the blame. It is all part of the game. 
ON THE SKI HILL 
Jos Konst offers a reply 
Skiers, how many times have you bad to chain up 
your vehicles to get to Kitsumknlum Mountain? 
Seventy per cent of snow removal and sanding costs 
are paid by ski hill revenues here. Excluding parking 
lots, its a zero expense for Tabor Mountain in Prince 
George and Hudson's Bay Mountain in Smlibers. 
Do the operational expenses of a dump truck equal 
those of a Velkswagon? Then consider those of a 
chairlift operation versus a T-bar operation. Kit- 
sumkalum has two six-cylinder power plants, Dne that 
operates 24 hours per day, the other seven hours. 
Compare those costs with having hydro at your front 
door or only operating a small two or roar-cylinder 
diesel motor. 
To safely patrol an area of 125 aeras plus, we need 
two full-time ski patrollers. Or should we, as the above 
mentioned areas do, without full-time professional 
patrol? 
Our total snow fall was over i2' as compared to 
about 5' at Tabour Mountain. Which is going to require 
more grooming and likewise cost more to operate? At 
$29,000 in wages (supposedly the entire wage expense 
at Tabour Mountain for seven seasonal employees and 
two year-round) can you realistically consider any 
credibility in a statement such as that. 
The eomparisoas nd the mud slinging can go on 
and on, but you wonder,'tha f ct remains that we are 
approximately $39,000 in debt after this last seasons 
operations and as a tax payer, and therefore an owner 
of Kltsumkaium, why are we in this predictsment? 
Kitsumkalum is a user-pay facility initially funded 
by a community facility fund grant and a referendum 
to the tune of approximately $300,0e0. After three and 
one-half years the first phase of development (T-bars 
and night l/ahting and new runs not included) the area 
was appraised by Preidrich Appraisals in Vancouver 
at approximately $1.47 million. Inflation has done its 
part to increase the value despite equipment 
depreciation, the other and most impo;tnnt reason for 
this increase is that the hill has each season put hack 
into the mountain more than it took out and last season 
was no exception. About $4,000 went into a mini- 
service lift, $3,000 into an area study,Mi,000 into 
grooming (you've probably noticed that most of the 
stumps are gone), $3,000 into preliminary lift-line 
profiles and engineering, for a new capital expansion. 
Like any business there are at times, unforeseeable 
expenses; llke a new rear-end for our packer which is 
the same price as a new car, $7,500, and legal expenses 
of $3,000, both expenses that weren't budgetted or 
ex~Bcted. The total of the above is $31,500. 
Kitsumkalum started out with a very low market 
base of about 2 per cent of the population. In regions 
with long time (15 years or more) established ski 
areas an average of 7per cent o as high as 17 per cent 
in the Roesland-Trall area (estahlished around 1947) 
are active skiers. 
Our first four seasons of operation catered heavily 
to the beginner and expert skiers with very limited 
night skiing. Sixty percent of our market is in- 
termediates and the night skiing market has never 
had its surface scratched. The opening of the new T- 
bar facilities, and expansion of our market bose to 
eventually 7 per cent of the population or more, will, I 
assure you, give us in the lo0g run a very favourable 
finanoial standing. Appronmately 3 per cent of the 
region's population currently skis and we are at an 
IMar IMlior, 
• O- heha]f of the Terrace 
Lbm, I would 
~ to tub tm o~z.t~ty 
to mpt~m our iratitude to 
~undthe~le who .nv .ed  
the people who 
donated so generously to our 
annual canvas for the 
Canadian National Institute 
for the Blind. 
The canvas to date has 
token in 15,571.34. 
I feel that the response 
from the citizens of Terrace 
and surrounding area to 
very worthwhile cause has 
been tremendous. 
Unfortunately, we did not 
have enough onnvasaers to
completely blanket the city 
durin£ the campaign so 
some of the areas were not 
cov(,red, however, many of 
thnso who did volunteer did 
double duty making the 
canvas an overall success. 
We would like to extend a 
very special "Thanks" to 
Terrace Centennial Lions, 
CFTK Radio, CFTK TV, 
Terrace Daily Herald, The 
ThROyal Bank for its premises, 
e Royal Bank employees, 
Caledonia Student Union 
members, and the area 
captains and all the can- 
veneers.  
The* public may be in. 
terested in knowing that 
there are 28 legally blind 
citizens in our immediate 
area who receive services 
from the CNIB. This 
together with the fact that 
representatives of the CNIB 
are readily available by 
appointment to lecture 
school children and people in 
Industry on the prevention f 
blindness makes this annual 
almost breakeven point. It takes no mathematicsi 
genius to figure out the profit potential when we reach 
our 7 per cent. 
Already this year we have signed up on our "Learn 
to Ski" public school program over 2,000 students 
versus approximately 1,700 last year and only 700 the 
year before. Two years ago we had virtually no full 
time instructors on the mountain versus five last year 
and six this coming season. We are growing and we 
are going through growing pains but the service im- 
proves every year. 
Now what about that substantial increase in lift 
rates? Have you honestly compared ours to areas 
offering equal service? We have a rate comparison 
chart at the office of six comparable areas in B.C. for 
the 1979-80 ratas which places our season's rates in the 
bottom half and our day rates the cheapest in the 
province. 
True, it is a large increase over last year, but the 
hours of accees to skiing are greater, the vertical drop 
is greater, and the services offered are greater. This 
season we will be operating all lifts five days a week 
and the T-bar with night skiing a minimum of three 
nights a week plus full operation through the holidays. 
It has been said of me publleally that I am grossly 
incompetent asyour ski area manager (an accusation 
that I emphatically deny), and that there should be a 
public inquiry into the hill's operation and finances. A
hill built for $1.4 million, complete with T-bar and 
night skiing, now worth $1.75 million--gross 
mismanagement? 
Our unforeseen xpenses have been out of line in the 
past and it would hurt me to see the skiers cough up for 
the cost of a publlo inquiry, I therefore propose that 
those who wish this inquiry be ready to foot the bill and 
if I am proven to have grossly mismanaged the hill, I 
will personally pay for such an inquiry. At no expense 
to the skier, I would more than welcome an inquiry. 
The ski patrol is once ng~in out in full force 
preparing for the coming season and holding work- 
bees on the mountain, the ski school is busy organizing 
an unsurpassed season of ski lessons, and my staff is 
working very hard to make sure that all systems are 
"go" for the end of November opening date. 
Come on skiers ! We have an area second to none for 
a population our size and the best facilities in the 
Pacific Northwest. Let's quit comparing apples to 
oranges and get out and promote our mountain. More 
siders equal more profits, equal future lower lift rates, 
• as would everyone's use of good winter tires and 
chains, lower sanding and snow removal costs. Think 
positive skiers, we need ymw help. It's your mountain 
and it's the time of year when everyone seems to be a 
ski area manager• Be specific, if you have some good, 
constructive criticism on day to day operations, write 
them down and we will be more than willing to con- 
sider them. 
The ski industry is a service industry and that's 
what our aim is, to offer the people of this area a total 
ski experience to all levels of ability with the best 
possible service. The 1979-80 season will do it for you 
on Kitsumknlum Mountain. Think snow, laughter, 
fresh air, exercise, and good times, because that's 
what its all about. 
See you on the mountain. 
Jas Konst, 
. General Manager, 
Ritsumkalum Mountain 
LETTERS TO j ATRILL THINKS 
THE EDITOR .y 
canvas a very worthvk4~lle'6~¢°daY'~pub.J~.t ~/~N°r .  ~ Amer ic~~ 
cause• , ..... It iS faanlonab|e mese days to aepiore me plight of the 
Once again, to all these Native; to condemn the actions of the white man, beth 
who helped in any way. ' past and present, and advocate special status for 
. Yours truly, aboriginal peoples. The Indian ~vay is often painted as 
Lion AI Pur~hke, the superior way, and the white is blamed for any and 
CNIB Chairmen 
Terrace Downtown Lions 
An open letter to the Skenna 
Social Credit Association: 
I note that o date no one-- 
par ty  member, elected 
representative or appointed 
official of the Social Credit 
Party has a.l~,,lotgiaed for the 
"dirty t~IclB tape. 
Jack Kelly, its author, 
says his statements were 
"mls¢omtrued". Mr• Keen, 
your party president, 
"rearete it became public." 
Jack Kempf, MLA has 
refused to investigate fur- 
ther, even though respen- 
siblllty for the tape and its 
distribution has now ex- 
tended all the way to the 
Premier's Executive 
Assistant. No comment from 
the usually outepoken Mr. 
Shelford. 
I have two quesUom: 
Did the tape reach 
Skeena? 
Will the Skeena /Social 
Credit Associat ion 
disassociate i self rom these 
statements and attitudes? 
Until these questions are 
openly answered, a cloud of 
suspicion and doubt must 
remain, especially inllght of 
some of the "dlrty tricks" 
which ocourred in this area 
during the last provincial 
election. 
Yours truly, 
R. Haelett, 
• Smlthers, B.C. 
Letters Welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor ~f general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grctmds of possible 
libel or bad taste• We may ako edit letters for 
style and length, All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
f 
all of the His that have beset Indian society. 
"Halfbreed," a book by Maria Campbell, paints just 
such a dismal picture. Although half-white and 
therefore not qualified to speak for the Indian any 
more than for the white race, she fills her book With 
the usual account of drugs, prostitution, degradation, 
ridicule and brutality, somehow blaming all of it on 
the whites. The Indian male abandons his pregnant 
mate, and whiteman gets the blame; Indians have a 
free-for-ail fight, killing one or two and maiming 
many, and again whiteman is at fault. In this climate 
of opinion, the white is in a "no-win" situation. 
Campbell is not totally submerged in her self- 
indulgent protest, however. At one point she mentions 
the need for Indian self respect; for a true feeling of 
worth, and a shaking off of any feeling of inferiority. 
She correctly concludes that dole, in any form, is a 
detriment to the Indian, destroying his self-respect 
and making him dependent on sctety. 
As a white native, I have a few suggestions for 
improving the lot of all Indians who at present do not 
feel that they are enjoying equal status with whites. If 
they are relevant, you need them; if not, please ignore 
' them: 
1. Be a person,not a Native. You are a Canadian, an. 
individual. 
2. Ignore the kouhlemakers. They aim to divide 
more than to help. 
3. Hold a stsa.dy job and pay your share of taxes. 
4. Reject handouts. Share responsibility in govern- 
ment and the community. 
5. Ask for no special status. We are all entitled to 
equal opportunity. 
6. Come of age. The beads and black hats belong to 
another age long past. 
We live in what I would hesitantly call an 
enlightened age; when logic and reason should govern 
our lives. We have experienced an explosion in beth 
seientiflo achievements and in general knowledge as 
well. Yet we persist in an artificial distinction between 
races and a notion of special treatment ofone race, at 
the expense of the other. Why7 
Indian lands and aboriginal rights are a myth. It is 
Canadian land and Canadian rights; the equal rights 
of all to life, liberty, equality under law, and the 
pursuit of our individual and family happiness. 
Bill Bennett's second-term Soared government has' 
gotten off to a wonderful start. 
Iess than six months ince being re-elected in a 
~ ueaker, the coalition of car dealers, developers and rn.again ex-Liberals has ulreany produces a 
'phoney letters scandal, a Supreme Court ruling 
against its beanbrsined heroin cm" e,  and a sheaf of 
shady land dealings. At the rate things are gnmg, 
mythical Ogopogo f Lake Okanngan will probably get 
indicted for being the monster who ate B.C. 
The $10 million wasted on the compulsory heroin 
scheme and the chunks of farmland parcelled off to 
Secred cronies can safely be left for further 
developments, while we concentrate onthe Creeps (as 
students of Yankee politics will recall, that's the 
acronym for Committee to Re-Eleet Premiers, 
Presidents and Prime Ministers). Our would-he 
Berasteins and Woedwards, who prowl the golf 
courses and hackrooms of. the province in order to 
keep track of extra.curricular Sucred activities, have 
already turned up enough juicy details that a review is 
in order. 
The dirty tricks affair began in mid-September 
when the Goldstresm Gazette, a Vancouver Island 
weekly, revealed that Sucred caucus researcher Jack 
Kelly had been conducting.penman~hip classes for 
lees] Social Crediters in Esquimalt. Kelly had been 
teaching them how to write letters praising the 
government and damning the opposition, and then 
signing them with false names. All you needed, said 
Kelly, was a phone book. 
In Our modem world of electronic communications 
the letters were bound to become tapes. It turned out 
that Kelly had been purveying dirty tricks techniques 
for at least a year, and that some of his advice had 
been recorded at a Bayshore Inn breakfast meeting in 
September, 1978. The recordings were packaged and 
officially distributed to Soereda throughout he 
province in April, 1979, amonth before the provinci.al 
election. (Inevitably, all this called up comparisons to
the shenanigans of former U.S. President Richard 
Nixon's crew of crooks and con men, and the affair 
was variously dubbed "Lettergate" and "Dirty 
Tricks.") 
The crucial moment on the tape (unl~e the Nlxon 
gang, no one bothered to erase the more incriminating 
evidence) featured Kelly calmly saying: "The other 
question (asked uring the meeting) was, 'Do we play 
dirty?' and quite honestly, the stakes a/'e extremely 
high and we do play dirty and we don't really worry 
too much." 
Sacred MLA Jack Kempf was given the job of in- 
vestigating the affair (read: confining the scandal). 
Kelly, in due course, resigned, and Kempf then an- 
nounced that that was that. "That's where it ends," 
said the member from Omineca. But that wasn't 
where it ended. 
Given that Kelly was but a humble mPloyee, and 
given that the official distribution of tapes requires a
biy of decision-making: it wu  only. a matter o~fq..t~, e 
bef0re peeple began aslung wno aumonzea au oz uus. 
.... The' 'e~nbarrassing answers to that question 
gradually crept all the way up to the highest office in 
this province (as Woodward and Bernstein would 
say). Kelly's boss was Glen Mitchell, currently 
Education Minister Pat MeGeer's executive assistant. 
The man who authorized the tape recording was 
George Lenko, Human Resources Minister Grace 
McCarthy's executive assistant. As Vancouver 
Province columnist Allen Garr noted, "Lenko does not 
sneeze without Gracie's permission." The Human 
Resources Minister, of course, denied all "knowledge 
of the tape." : ,.*~,.~1~ . . . . .  
But Les Keen didn't deny all knowledge of the tape. 
Keen, president ofthe Social Credit Party was anxious 
to pot some distance between himself and the 
government (he had already been raked over the coals 
for the party's less-thnn-brllliant showing in the May 
election)• He pointed the finger at Dan Campbell, a 
senior member of Premier Bennett's staff, as the man 
who authorized distribution of the dirty tricks tapes. 
Campbell, a Soernd cabinet minister in the former 
government of the late W.A.C. Bennett, was chairman 
of the party's general election committee in May, 1979, 
and is currently the premier's executive director of 
intergovernmental affairs. When reached in Ottawa 
where he was attending a conference, Campbell said, 
"I had nothing to do with the distribution." 
What does one make of all this? On the one band, the 
whole operation was so dumb, sloppy and amateurish 
that it's almost funny. At least it was at the beginning. 
As the Vancouver Sun said in a Weekend .editorial, 
what "started out to be mildly amusing, has now 
turned from something rather pathetic into something 
quite serious" because Of the government's inept 
effort o "stonewall" rather than get to the bottom of 
the mess. 
On the other hand, it reinforces public cynicism 
about government. (NDPers, rather wisely, have 
refrained from pompous meralising during this fiasco, 
no doubt recalling some proverbial wisdom about pets 
and kettles calling each other names.). 
On the third hand, as Vancouver Sun columnist 
Marjerie Nichols wrote, "The most troublesome 
aspect of this whole affair is the confirmation it offers 
previous uspicions that the, Sucreds have contempt 
for the people who elect them." 
I 
"It's hardly sex discrimination iust 
because I can't picture you as a topless waitress." 
. "  ~' . . .  , I 
I 
Orville 
just 
decided 
to take 
a stroll 
q long  . 
the old 
NaSS Rd 
By DON S~HAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
On September 19, his 70th birthday, Orville 
Spencer took a walk. Not erased-the-block, walk- 
the-dog type stroll one would expect from a 
stereotyped 70-year-old, though, because that's 
not what Spencer is. ' 
On his 70th birthday, spencer set out on a 64- 
mile walk up to the homestead he once livedin up.  
the Nasa. He spent 23 hours walking, spread out 
over two and a half days, and arrived fitter than 
he was when he set out, albeit minus a bit of 
energy. 
Spencer moved to Terrace in 1943 from the 
Nass .homestead, and resided in a house on 
Munroe Street for the duration until last April 
~hen he moved to his new house at 4916 Lazelle. 
~Ie had two reasons for wanting to take the walk. 
the walk. 
The first was that he hadn't done it since 1922, 
wllen his father, two neighbors and himself 
1 
Clark ask ing 
for tax break 
WHITEHORSE (CP) - -  
Pr ime Minister' Joe Clark 
has been asked.• for 
assurances that the Yukon 
government will, .a~.haYe, to 
increase ,.taxe~(; until 
residents of the territoi'y are 
• able to choose whether or not 
they want a province. 
lain MacKay, opposition 
leader in the territorial 
legislative assembly, says in 
a letter to Clark released 
Monday,• that  provincial 
status has been thrust upon 
the territory by last week's 
announcement which 
The Yukon government is 
now paid a deflet grant to 
cover part of its spending. 
,~ ."Thin pledge from you 
• ..,would ,help. stabilize an 
'uncertain situation and 
assure petental investors of 
a stable tax climate," the 
letter says. 
MacKay also said in a 
news release that Yukoners 
are concerned that "back 
door provinoehood" has been 
pushed upon the Yukon 
"without information, 
without negotiation and 
without consultation." 
stripped powers f~m the " If Clark refused to slvea 
federally-appointed o~- , commitment ll~t the Yukou 
~tse!on='iand"gaV.~t~e~' ~ : .wlli'.'ilot':fa•be ,hlgbel; taxes 
me execum ex~tiv~ eouncu " until after a territorinl-wide 
or cabinet. 
MacKay in the Liberal 
leader while the majority in 
the assembly is Progressive 
Conservative. 
"The major concern Is that 
if Yukon were to become a
Fedrovlnee under existing 
eral.provincal 
arrangements, it would not 
be eligible for provincial 
equalization payments." 
"Consequently, extremely 
large increases in taxation 
would be required in the 
territory, merely to main- 
tain the present level of 
services," the letter says. 
The assembly now has a 
bill before it that would give 
the Yukon authority to in. 
crease or decrease income 
taxes after the 1980 tax year. 
Government leader Chris 
Pearson has also refused to 
rule out the introduction ofa 
sales tax. 
• Many Yukonero have ex- 
pressed fears that if the 
territory becomes a province 
their taxes will be increased. 
MacKay says if taxes do 
rise the increases could 
retard future economic 
development end could 
cause marginal businesses 
to fold. 
He asks Clark to indicate 
that the federal government 
will not require the 
territorial government to 
increase its taxes or assume 
a larger share of Its budget 
titan it now. does until the 
opinion of Yukoners has been 
sought on provincial status. 
Ill 
vote on provincial status, 
then "Yukonera wil be luther 
victims of broken Con- 
servat ive  e lec t ion  
promtses."MacKay said. 
Pope 
• ,¢ ; ;  • 
i s sues  : 
warning_ 
VATICAN CITY (AP) -- 
Pope John Paul on Man day 
warned theologians ana au 
church scholars against he 
risk of putting "carnal 
thinking" ahead ~ faith. 
..The Pope said theologians 
codld easily become 
"ohatteriq rationallzers" 
unless they are humble and 
obedient. 
The warning came on the 
eve of the first annlvereary 
of John Paura-.election as 
~ontiff and undet~ed his 
etermination to r~ '~r~ 
discipline in the Roman 
Catholic Church. 
The Pope spoke of the 
theloglans and their duties in 
a stern homily addressed to 
students, teachers and 
rectors of Rome's 17 - 
tiflcal universities al~mi 
colleges during a mass in St. 
Peter's Basilica. The mass 
was meant to mark the 
beginning of the academic 
veer. 
WOULD YOU BE INT[R[STED IN MAKING 
AN EXTRA THOIL AND DOLLARS/ 
Pick wild Pine.Mushrooms In the woods or on the 
mountains and sell them to us. 
We offer from $5.00 to $8.00 per lb. depending on size 
and quality. 
Please contact the following for further Information. 
TERRACE PRINCE RUPERT 
Wayside Grocery Ltd. R. Suglyama 
41110 Kaith Ave. 14U India 
635-4575 624-4185 
m, | I I 
Walked the distance to pick up a Small herd of 
goats, and then herded them back up the trail. 
He wanted to see if he could still make the trip. 
Although it took four days to make the trip with 
the goats in tow, and it only took him three this 
time, Spencer wasn't sure he could do it until 
after it was done. 
The second reason, the most important, was to 
try to get some publicity for the senior citizen's 
drOP in centre which has been proposed for the 
area. 
"We hear so much about th~s partieipaetion, 
keeping fit and one thing or another, I thought 
it'd be a good idea to do something like that. I 
thought i would be kind of nice to prove that the 
old folks aren't hat old yet, that they still have 
. need of a drop in centre." 
When he first thought Of the idea in April, 
Spencer wanted it to be like a walk-a-thon, 
getting pledges for miles walked. He then 
thought he should make sure ha could complete 
the walk, and went ahead with it. He says that 
anyone who is inter~ted in the drop-in-centre 
should call Jane Graveling, secretary of Old Age 
Pensioners group No. 73, at 635-4075. 
Spencer's trip took him up the original wagon 
trail, which went up where Kalum Lake Drive is 
now past Graveyard Hill. He was followed by his 
wife Florence, in their camper, so that r~ther 
than carrying a blanket like he did 57 years ago, 
ha would be able to sleep in comfort, rather than 
on the ground. 
The Spencer family, Orville, his father Ben- 
jamin and mother, moved from the United States 
to Prince Rupert in 1913. This was before there 
was a rail link, according to Spencer, and in fact 
he says he met the first train to arrive in the port 
city. 
Benjamin Spencer was lured to the Nass area 
by a speculation scheme where potential settlers 
were shown maps of the Nass area all laid out 
with roads, rail links and stroetcars. Apparently 
he and his young family were not too disap- 
pointed by the lack of facilities when they 
arrived in the Nass, because they didn't pack up 
and move. 
The trip up the river was throe days long, by 
Indian.owned powerboat, if nothing went wrong. 
If there was a major breakdown, like water 
getting in the gasoline, the trip could take as long 
as seven days. 
"They never got excited, they never got 
worried, they always took their time," Spencer 
said. "Sometimes it has been known that they 
had to leave the gas boat later on, and then take a 
canoe the rest of the way. That didn't happen too 
often, but It has happened." 
In 1913, there were about 90 settlers in the area 
around Spencer Lake, named for Orville's father 
and the site of the ranch which the family still 
owns. At one point after the Spencers left, nc- 
cording to Spencer, Pete Ewes and his family 
were the only ones left residing in the area. 
Although the Spsnoers made it through the 
depression and one-and-a-half world wars before 
they finally moved south, they were not as 
isolated as one might imagine. During World 
War One, Spencer says, "there were quite a 
number of German people there, and some of 
them were put into concentration camps. A 
.doctor and a druggist were German, and they 
• were both moved out to concentration camps." 
The Second World War supplied the in- 
ducement for the Spencer's to move down to the 
big city. 
"It got to the point during the war when titere 
wasn't anything there," Spencer said. "Wages 
were good outside, there was lots of work. Work 
was the main thing, and the war effort. 
Everybody was putting a little into the war ef- 
fort. We were members of the militia, too." 
Spencer's own family consists of five children;. 
Beatrice, Ben, Dan, Robert and Trndy, and 
seven grandchildren. His younger brother 
George, who was either the second or third white 
child born in the area, lives in Rosswoed, about 
35 miles up the road. Spencer stopped in to visit 
him on the way up. 
• • Spencer and his wife would like to stress that 
• part of ~he reason he made the trip was to gain 
publicity for the need in Terrace for a senior 
citizen's drop-in-centre. 
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Friends helped 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) -- If you really want o 
know the true meaning of 
friends and neighbors, ask 
Helen and George Tingle. 
It's been almeat a year to 
the day since their IS-year- 
old daughter, Colleen t wee 
smashed up in a car accident 
that loft her paralyzed from 
the neck down. 
bathroom and living room 
for Colleen, all neceuary 
because her wheelchair 
won't fit through some of the 
doors in the old sections of 
the home. 
Beat of all, the addition 
was built with the help of the 
Tingles' friends and neigh- 
I)011. 
The friends and neighbors 
Slncetheaccldent, Colleen didn't atop there, however. 
has been in a Vancouver They organized a hall party 
hospital, undergoing 
operations, learning how to 
operate her wheelchair and 
adjusting to llfe with .,a 
terrible handicap. 
When she returned home 
last week, she found a new 
extension had been added to 
the family home. The ad- 
ditlon contains a bedroom, 
attended by 400 people to 
welcome Colleen home. The 
party raised a total of $3,500. 
"We could have sold at 
least another 100 tickets, but 
we didn't want to crowd the 
ball," said Diane Andrews, 
one of the party organizers. 
"Must (f the people came 
became they want to help." 
"TERRACE CHRYSLER 
Ch°°se Chrysler """ m°re °f  what Y°U need °r [cHRYSLER] 
 :want ln-a:ea r
October 20th & 2'lst 
Chrysler Newport 
Saturday 
• 10  am . /6p ,m 
Sunday . , , , , .  , , . , . .  
, = . . ,  i t . ,  
12 noon - 4 rpm 
( 4 
f 
Dodge Mirada 
4916 H ghway 16 West 
• i . . . .  l i l  I 
Ooalor No. DOO43UA 
i 
' y  
i , 
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4T CAL 
Cal, Mount Eliz win 
Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dory School in Terrace 
hosted a senior volleyball 
pllyday in conjunction with 
the soccer playday on 
Saturday with Prince Rupert 
Senior Secondary and Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary from 
Kithaat also taking part. 
The boys senior A team 
beat PRSS 9-15, 13.14, 15.13, 
and 15-7. The ~iris A team 
10St O PRSS 3.15, 6-15, 13-15, 
and the ~iris Y team (the B 
team in disguise) lest to 
Rupert B 15-3, 9-15, 11-15, 
Mount Elizabeth's A girls 
played PRSS A in the of- 
tereoon, losing narrowly in 
five games 9-15, 15-10, 12-15, 
15.7,11-15. The boys A squad 
beat he PRSS side 11-15, 15- 
9, 15-1, 15.11. 
On Friday night, the 
Caledonia boys and ~irls A 
teams played Smithors in 
another plsyday, and had 
less success than. against 
Prince Ruport,The boys lost 
4.15, 5-15, 13-15, while the 
~irk alan bowed in s~ai~t  
sets to Smlthere 13-15, 3-15, 6- 
15. 
Next weekend, the Mount 
~.U,~beth boys team travels 
to the University of British 
Columbia's UBC invitational 
volleyball toumamenL They 
will play a field of 15 other 
teams, while there will also 
be 18 ~ is  teams plsyinS. 
T!rrac0 Recreatien hpafln0at 
FREE DROP-IN SPORTS & FITHESS Pll06  
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL 
Wednesdays 
Uplands School Gym 
WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER 
8:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Caledonia Gym 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
8:00.10:00 p.m. 
M~n. and Wed. 
Skearm School Gym 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
7:30 - 9:0Q p.m. 
Mondays 
Uplands School Gym 
SCRUBB VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE 
7:30 - 10:00 p.m. . 
Wednesday 
LADIES KEEP FIT 
6:30.7:30 p.m. 
/V ,~. .  Thornhlll Elementary Gym 
Thurs. - Thornhlll Primary Gym 
PRE-SKI CONDITIONING 
6:30 - 7:30 p.m. 
Sun. and Wed. 
Thornhlll Secondary Gym 
MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER 
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Mondays 
Thornhill Junior Secondary Gym 
ARCHERY 
8:00.10:00 p.m. 
Tuesday and Thursday 
Copper Mountain .Elementary ' 
Managers key to Series 
BALTIMORE (AP) --  The 
outcome of the World Series 
remaino in doubt, but one 
has become obvious: 
the ountrostth~ pomonallUes 
and baseball Psychology of 
the two men pullin~ the 
sir ius from the bench. 
Earl Weaver, manager of 
the American League 
chnmpion BalUmore Orioles, 
is an unorthodox strategist, 
detached from his players, 
subtly sarcastic, supremely 
:confident. He patiently waits 
for the opposition to make a 
Thernhlll Junior Secondary Gym NOON,HOUR FUN HOCKEY I 
7:00 • 10:00 p,m, 11:30 a,m, - h00 p,m, I 
Friday WedneKlaye. Starts Oct, 24 I 
Individuals are welcome to Ioln In on a Terrace Ar .s  , I 
team by calling Ajax Nobel 635.2481 Fee: $I.S0 .. day I 
• ~ ~"~~ :,,~ 'r,~ ¢~-~. -s,/;,;. I,~ ",'~,:i,, ....... ': 
Leagno flflUe. Now, he's one 
step closer to coming back 
from a 3-1 deficit in a World 
Series, a feat accomplished 
by just three teams. 
Tanner talks about 
momentum and playing the 
game by the book. He I~ags 
that he has the best 25-man 
~er seei,¢ Stanley Park, the 
view from .~OUnt Seymour, ~astdum, 
Ydariffme ~luseum, and all those 
* ~or~eou~ slores, Ibis ceiling is a 
really beautiful sight'. 
roster in baseball. 
Togetherness is his in- 
8redient for winning. He 
works on the emotional 
factor, not too high when yon 
win, not too low when ~ou 
lose. During the @me nee a 
players,' Feopld concerned 
with the game. And always 
the talk is about baseball. 
Weaver posts the lineup, 
then takes control of the 
game. He's as nervous 8s a 
eat bein~ chased by a dog. In 
important situations; he 
often covers his eyes or 
walks into the tunnel leading 
tO the'clubhouae. " " 
Playing by the per- 
eentages is another way 
these field bosses differ. The 
book is Tanner's credo. 
Weaver laughs at it. 
and wa~m't involved in a 
decision as Pittsbur~h won 5- 
S, Re went seven innln@, 
gave up eight hits and two 
runs. His over-all series 
record is  3-1. 
Candelaria also had some 
arm problems to'go with his 
chronic back condition and 
was 14-9 in the Pirates' drive 
to the NL East title. He was 
not involved in a decision in 
the league championship 
series, and was the starter 
and loser in the third game of 
th,~ series, He went three 
mistake, stoic. Palmer, who bad arm ..innl~. ~.~aveupsixrunsend 
Chuck Tanner, field bass of Weaver has a salty rather 
the National League Pitt- than country-bey a pruach, trouble during the regular e~n~nl~ 
Ma'a n11 htmln~,~n ~ftw~ n season and finished with a Tanner says that Can-. 
sburffh Pirates, is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r rd st r ed he perennial optimist, He game. Ilk offlce.is open to 10-6 eco , _ art4 t! deisria is physically ready for tonight's pitching seldomcriticizeahlspisyers, coaches, mavne some seceM game o~ too series assignment. He'll have to he 
He manages by the bo~k. against a Baltimore team 
.He's oneof thel:)oya area .p layers . Jr, volleyball that Wea 55.34 athome on~ 
....e, ..- J d w.v. =, ets o 
edge. His Orioles lead three 
gamea to two with the thth 
game scheduled for 
Baltimore's Memorial Sta- 
dium tonight, withe seventh 
here Wednesday if 
necessary. 
The ~poafn8 pitchers in 
Game Six are Jim Palmer 
for Baltimore and John 
Candelarla for Pittabursh. 
Weaver, who got his first 
major league managerial 
Job with the Orioles in 19~, 
has the oredentiaia to back 
his approach to the game. He 
has won five AL pouaanis, 
six East Division titles and 
one World Series. He has 
been first or second 10 times 
in 1~ seasons, 
Tanner began mana~ 
with Chicago White Sex in 
1971 after an apprenticeship 
in the minors and a 17-year 
playin~ career, including 
stliits with Milwaukee 
Braves, Chicago Cubs, 
Cleveland Indians and 
California Angels. He held 
the White Sex Job through 
197§, then taking over 
Oakland A'e for one season. 
The Piretos traded catcher 
I Manny 'Sangulllen and 
$I00,000 to the A's to obtain 
Tanner ea their msuaSer in 
one of baseball's more 
bizarre deals. This year he 
won his first National 
lends 
~ 
Mount Elizabeth Secon- They dropped a decison to 
dary School in Kitimst 
hasted a volleyball idayday 
Saturday for Junior A,B and 
~'ade 8 boys and ~iris teams 
from MESS, Skeena Jnnicr 
and Thornhlll Junior in 
Terrace, Booth Memorial 
Junior in Prince Rupert; and 
a Junior A girls team from 
Prince Rupert Senior. The 
KiUmat junior A girls had a 
successful day, but the rest 
of the host teams met with 
mixed results. 
Mount Elizabeth's Junior A 
girls won all five of their 
matches, beating Skeena's 
Junior A girls twice, 15-10, 7- 
15, 15-13 and 15"13,10"15, 5-4. 
They also took two matches 
from the PRSS Junior A 
squad, 15-7, 15'10, aM 15-11, 
15-10. Their frith match was 
against Thornhill, who 
hewed easily 13.4, 15-3. 
The MESS 0rca junior A 
boys won one match and lost 
two, their one victory beh~ 
Njalnst Skeena A, 15-11, 15- 
10. They lost toBooth A 14-16, 
Shocea's Junior B team, 10-15 
and 0-15. 
The Skeena boys went 
unbeaten on the day, also 
taki~ Booth 15-6, 15-10 and 
Thomhlll 15-7, 7-15, 15-4. 
Thornhlll's quad took Booth 
15-6, 15-12. 
The Skeena B ~irls had a 
good day, whining three 
matches and losing only one. 
They took Thornldll B 15-7, 
14-15, 15-10, MESS grade 8 
~irls 9-15, 15-4, 15-5, and split 
two matches with MESS 
Junior B sires, winning the 
first 15-3, 15-6 and losing the 
second 9.15, 15-11, 10-15. 
The host MF, SS B team had 
also lost to the Thornhlll B 
team 15-5, 4-15,1-15, and beat 
Skeena's grade 8 squad 15-1, 
12-15, 15-8. 
Thorublll's Junior B ~lris 
had a tou~ time after they 
beat MESS, losing to the 
Skeena 8's 7-15, and 10-IS, 
and to the blESS 8's, 8-15, 5- 
15, 
In other ande 8 ~y,  
Skeena's boys beat host 
9-15, and to ThorubUl A 7-15, Kltlmat 15-7, 15-10, and 
15-8, 13-15 ,m.~=.;.';;v= ;,,.~^. ~ h^.o Thornhill 15-13, 15-6. 
,....'~'~""~..." ~."~'j~...'."~. Kit/mat's grade 8 girls split 
~. .  os~,m ~?,  .,,y. _-6- with Skenna, losing the first 
tlnree game mamn, 18-1~, 11- mint 1~.19 -q.lK 19.10 and 
15 and 15-5. They also took '~..;,.',~,o'n:'~; , ;',, ;k,~ o_ 
the Booth A team 1~, 12-1S, [ ; " .~$ ~:' .7 . . . . . . . . . . .  
15-12. . . . .  .. Most of the coaches agree 
~esna ]nntor, A Ooys won that n great deal of ira- 
their other match of the day, provement has been made 
taking Booth A in s~ral~ht by all teams over the course 
eel ,  15-9, 15-11. of the season, although a few 
Skeena's junior A .girls aren't winning as regalarly.+ 
won their other three mat- as they might want to he, a l l -  
chce after dropping two to. the teams realize that the 
MESS, taking Thornhill season is only the warmup 
twice, 13.11, 15-11 and 15-7, for the final tournament, to
15.3. They also heat PRSS which they can all go, and 
4.J~nior A girls easily, 15.5, 15. where they are all hoping to 
• . hit their peak form. 
Thornhill's junior A girls The next junior volleyball 
took two matches away from pisyday is in New Aiyansh, 
the PRSS squad 15.11, 15-4, but no local teams are "x- 
and 15-8, 15-10. potted to go. Skecna Junior 
In Junior B play, Mount is hosting an invitaUonal 
Elizabeth's b~ys won two tournament in two.wecks, + P ~ 
~matches and lcat'ono, teldng which most of th~.  $~ a~?~ 
'Booth 15-1S,~'1;5.6 and+T~r- extx~tod to pltl~:'d1~n~vi~ '' 
shill 15-12, 6-15 and 15-9, others from outside the zone. 
I t, ckets good for 
'..:: %+.. 
\ 
NEW YORK (APt - -  
Coach Bud Grant didn't 
come rbaht out and say it, but 
Bucks 
crush 
34-19 against left.hoodoo. 
But Tanner will have all his 
pitchers ready ~d f~. .  tO 
relieve early n me 
dyroan, as he Is called, g~ 
in trouble, 
Weaver received some dis- 
turbinS news Monday. Don 
Sisnhouse, his favorite 
rellaver, is done for the 
series with hack trouble. 
Tanner, whose 70-yonr-old 
mother Anne died Sunday, 
arrived in Baltimore with 
the team Monday. He was tO 
return home in time for her 
funeral Thursday. 
As for the weather in one of 
the coldest series on record, 
the forecast is for tern- 
peratures about five 
degrees. Chance of 
preclpitstinn is remote. 
Vikings 
his message was clear: Bad 
officiating hurt his Min- 
nesola Vikln~ almost as 
much as their seven tur- 
novel's did. 
"I don't think the offk~b 
did a good Job," Grant add 
after three fumbles and four 
inteceptions helped New 
J az~ York Jets post a 14-7 
National Football Lnepo 
victory Monday night. 
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah His main gripe centred m. 
(APt - -  Guard Junior the kickoff after Chuez 
Bridgaman scored 28 points Foreman's me-yard trash- 
Monday al~ht a,d forward down run with 8:34 to I/aY. 
Merquse Johnson had 27 to . Bruce ~ of New york 
give Milwaukee Bucks a 181- fumbled and Robert MllMr 
107 National Basketball recovered for the V~;  
Association defeat over the "I never heard a whistle, 
Jazz in the Utah team's first Grant insisted, "There was 
season home game sinCe no whistle. But they never 
• moving from New Orleans. called it a fumble," 
Johnsenscored ISpoinis in  Besides that, he add~ 
theeecondhalfinbelpinBthe "Ed.Marlon (the head 
Bucks taken 96-77 lekd after linesman) waseundn~atonr 
three quarters. , • bench. I'm sure |t wan s two- 
Th.eJqzz b.roke ~t  to a. ~:. way street, but the dl.l~d e 
32 lead alter tile I l l 'St  n,~ a.r*.=bMI tn be a "ram .,.,.h,,, ~,,,.a - , - rd Pe "~' - ' .  ~ , - r r - - - -  ,': - - ' "  .~ ,  M~|UilU . M  . . . .  . 
i~avich',.1, pd'.;i.~.t. ~. '  ~i l l  ~ .~ ~&,,~d.'~ d.., 
Bucks' derence cent ainea, • ' .. -_ ~: .~"~- ,  ":_--'_ - - - - -  
Meravich the remainder of mats .  (nose turnovers 
theway, and shut off the reet sealed the Vikings' fsts, 
of the Jazz offence, droppin~ them to 3.4 ud  
keeMn~ them two Dmas Milwaukee, after lending behind flrst-place ..T-stops 
63-57 at the half, broke open 
the game early in the third Bay Buccaenasre in the Pla- 
tional Co~orasce's Ceatral 
quarter as Kent Benson and Division 
Johnson combined for 15 "We got a lot of yardage, 
points to 8iv" Milwaukee a but we didn't get many 
78-63 edge. points," he enid, r ~  
Mi lwaukee's  st icky on Tommy Kramor's M0 
dafence was able to hold the 
Jazztoapairoffieldgeakin yards ,passinG, eipd~t the 
league s woret i~ne deform'. 
the first five' minutes ,of, the  I{~arner  ~, a! th i rd.~ pro:'.'~ 
third quarter 5y"Maraviclr. in his firot..neamon as a 
Maravich finished with 29- starter, threw 48 passes - -  
points fer  the Jazz, and mat ef them short --  md 
forward Adrian Dantley complsteds~.TheMinnseoto 
scored 23. runni~ .me was llmlMd to 
Milwaukee upped its 64 yards on 23 narrine, with 
record to 2-1 in the Midwest Rickey Youn~ pininlJ Sl 
Division of the Western 
Conference. The Jazz 
dropped to0-2 in the division. 
It Was the only game 
pl~yedMonday ni~, t:, 
Japan 
seeks 
games 
JAPAN SEEK8 GAME8 
TOKYO (AP) --  The 
Japan Olympic Committee 
said Thursday it has ap- 
proved a bid by the city of 
Nagoya to stage the 1968 
Summer Olympic Games. 
Nagoya is a seaport 248 kilo- 
metres west of Tokyo. See.l, 
the capital of South Korea, 
also has said It wants the 
19~8 Games and several 
other cities, including 
London, are likely to enter 
yards and Foreman Just IS. 
The Jets ran the hell down 
me Vik~qp' throats. 
gained 183 yards on 41 
carries, 78 yards by Kevln 
Lo~ end S4~ C~a~k Oa~m, 
Richard Todd completed 
nine of IS posaes for~J yards. 
Todd scored New York's 
first touchdown m a three- 
yard re'lent +Just 4:Minto the 
game, five. pisya after 
Morexco recovered punt 
returner Jimmy Edwsi'de'e 
fumble. 
The winning points came 
with 5:15 left in the third 
period when Krsmer 
overthrew Foreman on 8 
busted pass pattern and  
strong safety Shaf~ fluQe 
intercepted the haU, then mn 
it back 32 yards for his first 
pro TD. 
The plckoff came on what 
appeared tobe s po~ throwll 
behind light eud Bob Tml~.  :!iii/ :i:• .. 
• ~ii~! :i (~ 
...... +~:~+ .............. ':~!~:i~.:: 
. ii/:/:~;il.i+: : / :  
:iii+ili ..... "
i: , :+ ::, • \ bids. A decision on the site is expected next September. Actually, It wee suRpneod to 
HAS FOUR MAIN ISLANDS go to Foreman. Foreman's touckdewn, his 
The four main islands of 52ed as a VixenS, fled Bill 
Japan are Honshu,, Brown's club reonrd. It canw 
Hokkaido, Kyushu and at the end of s 73.yard, IS- 
Shikoku. play dr ive -  aided by a 
roughingthe.ldcker Immlty 
called when Donald Dykes 
e;, ,:' 1 • '" 1 ran into Minnesota ixmt~ O;fii ,One of Vancouver's most pleasiI , attractio  ard's Cleaners Ltd. 
is the low weekend rate at Ho5day " 
r's Holida Inn reduction in the standards for entertainment faciEties. I t '~n~;~ . "me our handy dri~.in uindow" 
aflcouve Y attractions. ' S~] ~" I ' % d i " : ~  
'~k/ l~ote ls  are offering a spe- which Holiday Inn is world- of Vancouver s most plea , " ~ - - " ~  
Top flight line off the regular oom rate for rooms, colourTV, extra-long . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  .,, , ;  
• " ta of two ni hts* double beds. free guest parking, or reservations.ca, to.  uree: a ram=mum s y g " " " 11 
TheVancouverHoliday pools and saunas, b aby-stttmg of coveralls, 
Inn Weekend Special. Luxury service,"Teens Free fami ly  your nearest Hol iday Inn or 
accommodat ion at a reduced plan, coffee shops, fine restau- travel agenL . 
price. With absolutely no rants and a wide range of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
l nVancouver ,  Ho l iday  inn  is c lose  to  where  you  want  to  be .  
CITY CENTRE (Harbour-Sid~i; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  BROADWAY: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DOWI~OI~I :  .... 
i133 W. HastinRs St. 711W. Broadway Ave. ( near City Hall) Howe St. at Helmoken 
(604") 689-92.11 (604) 879-0511 (604) 684-2151 
Number one in people pleasing 
*Prior reservations rc~luired. Weekend Special must I)e requested. 
Subject Is availal)iiity. Av;lilal)l~+' Fridays, ~alurdays and Sundays until ,lul]e 15/He incL 
Ex('htd(,s Sl~'ial events, Kr()ups and ¢.(tttventioits. : • .. . . . . , :, ' "  .:. :. 
iackets 
& uniforms. 
Available at your exclusive 
Sa les  L td .  dea ler  
636-6119 
I~ .~ BUSINESS CLOTHING i RENTAL SERVICES LTD, 
SATES • nINTAL 
LtC[NSEO P[RATOR 
I-- , . .  ' : , ' . ' , .  
E' ' ~ : '  E ' .  'E . " E~, , E d ~ . . . .  I L ' E ~ : '  EE : ' 'E  : : '~ : : '~ , "  , E * ' "  • -,. / + .,, 
Downtown Terraoe 
i Save Sears rebuilt enEines 
Guerantsod 24 monthe or 14,000 
mllm, EnloY br im new 4mglne 
performenco. Shop Sear| 
tod|yl 
i 
. Dodge'61.'74 
(22s cu,In,) 
with trede 
NSLN 
• Reg, $47,00 
Ouorentno 
Coop,eta Im01nu (with hH)  
Instsllld In pouenger corl In 
normal ule are guor, NieIMti 
defects in workmenlhlp ore 
materiels for 12,000 m-121 
mo~lthg at no cost(rep icement| 
or labor), i 
Fast nMIvory from our Van.i 
couver engine depot, Call So@r0 B 
yey.  Phone.&l|.&q41 "1 
::!i : . . : .  :, ./:. '~ - 
I 
Garner ready to win 
, . '  . . . . .  . 
• BALTIMORE (AP) -- Phil. nine hits in 18 times at bat getting timely hits. But we doesn't seem to,worry about 
Garner's World Series and he leads the Pirates wllh played Sunday like we things like that. I think 
started on a frigid night last five runs batted in. played to get here." they're going to play their 
~wwi th  a costly throwing : To~. t ,  Pitisbur~h will same s ty le ,  good, steady, 
• :.. . . . . . . . .  .'.in met~rg; .~vo 8.amecel| pitch John Candelarto snlld baseball. 
.harmer team_.pmyea we ~afmtw~terml Jim Palmer. " I  think that's typlfled in 
But the second baseman necause, oz tne. weather . Ml.. . .~ht Pitis.--o..Sh'~h' C--.-~ . their hitting. They've been 
for Pittsburgh Pirates has conditions, but Friday and vinotna 7-1 victory Sunday impressive as hitters. When 
come on strong since then, Sainrday we didn't play tn-'ke-a"littie starci~'outof he  they are down in a ball 
and he takes a .500 series well,! *Garner said. Orioles? Garner does/~'t game, they don't swing at 
batting average and a ,bad pitches, they don't get 
determined attitude into the ' "We had a lot of hits go to think so, , "Baltimore impreaon me overly agreuive, they don't 
sixth game of the bestir- waste. We Just weren't as the kind of,club that Jus t  try to do too much," 
Big weekend for minors 
seven . series against 
Baltimore Oriolse, .: ' 
"Baltlmoro isn't going to 
give un anythtog," G~rner 
said in Pittsburgh on 
Monday before the Pirates 
flew here. "We've got our 
work cut out for us. But 
we're going after them." 
In the cold f~t  inning of 
the first game, the numb- 
fingered Garner fielded a 
grounder with the bases full 
and threw the ball wildly 
pest second base. The error 
scored the f i r s t  two of 
Baltimore's five runs in that 
and the Orioles held 
on to wto 5-4. . 
Belthnnre now leads 3-2 
but the Pirates are comtog 
off a 7-1 victory Sunday In 
Pittsburgh that included a 
pair of key singles by Garner 
and a slick double play he set 
up in the ninth inning. 
On the series, Garner has 
It was a bill weekend for 
Terrace teams an the Minor 
Hockey Inter.city League 
openedlte s ason at Terrace, 
Kit/mat and Prince Rupert, 
In the eight games played, 
Terrace won seven and tied 
the other. 
The Twin River Timher 
Peewees, who won the 
Albert Watmough scored 
once.  
The All. ~mo,~ 'Midgets 
also counted a pair bf vie. 
tories against Prince Rupert 
in the coastal community, 4-.1 
on .Friday and 8-2 on 
Saturday. 
Emile Gngnon, Rob 
Collies, Larry Swanson' and 
Fisher, Dale Kushaur, Terry 
Berber and Marieau com- 
pleting the Terrace scoring. 
Blake Moore scored all four 
of Kittmat's goals. 
The Terraee~ Pups, who 
last year had trouble wto- 
ning any games, started off 
their season with a scoring 
spree as they thumped 
Kit/mat Pups twice, 17-2 end provincinlchamplonshiplant Danny Fagan shared All 
season, got off on the right Sceso~' goals in the first 14-0. 
foot in defending their rifle game. In game two, Collins • Brad Trudsen had a pair 
by laldng a pair of games and Swanson each scored off four goal games for 
from Rupert's Peewees at twice while Bruno Hldber Terrace. Miehale Jephaon 
PrtoceRupert. Scoroswere and Gngnun edded one each. and John Almgren each 
ll-1 and 4-1 for Terrace . . . .  A~alnet KiUmat, Island came through with five 
Inoverallscoring, Trevor Kenwor th  Bantams goals, Mike Smith scored 
Hendry scored five goals on managed a tie" and a win, four while Kip Ltodsw.s7 and 
the weekend while Gerry 'Lyle Marleau scored twice °Trovor Shannon each had 
Lambert con~buted three, and Terry Zaporan once In ,three. Kirk Olischafski 
Mario DesJardina, Scott Fridny'a 3-3 tie. Itx Satof scornd one,Goalte~dor Don 
Falrless and Dean Kraeling day's 7-4 win, Zaporan fired Mitchell picked up the 
each scored twice while a hat trick, goals by Danny shutout in game two. 
In Canadian Scott Nellscn'a "Right now," ha said, hununor throwers ahead of 
track and field specialty, "maybe I'm 20th in the him? 
Ol,m,,lca =,eomnd, maybe'2 in 
the 1976 y p Sy  ' - the top 20 are from Russia," 
and was racked first in the sweep with an Olym- he said. "Since you can only 
world last year,'  "' picrecord throw of ?7.62 send three athletes in each 
Syedikh's .couhtry~ab, '  melons. ' event from one country, 
Sergey Litvtd~"won abe '° In contrut, N ellen wi~ there's nine athletes right 
crest at the -W~ld Ct~p in  hi~ fo~'th ~ralght. Conciliate there that I don't have to 
Montreal, aflcl :l~ii'l, Hans~:~ Ja~.j . . .une m.ma u~ow ,compete against. That will 
Rtchm of Eaa~.e~. .~.~ of!~llSm~andt.ouow.em, ake it easier for.me." 
the world r;~'~lmJl~,~'t~tr~,, wifl~,:~wO.,omex', major vse." . . . . . .  
~. l~. . , .  ;,~-~'.1~"i; the ' toriea: 70,92 in his debut at 'What will make it harder is 
ha'~n"'~'~'ow, an"'~" even-'t the U.S. AAU chain- • that Nellsen ew is a medical 
a bit. 
,'So I hope to throw hotter 
next year than I did thla 
year. Because I'm older and 
stronger new, I thinkat his. 
stake an an athlete I can pu~ 
in alot less work and get a lot 
better esults." 
Nelisen admits to being 
discouraged because hla best 
throw is more than seven 
Hammer-thrower preparing 
SBATTL,E, Wash.(AP)-- Utvinavor.Kiehm. But wbat about the 24 "Hopefully, after my 
strength is up and after the 
school year is over, I can hit 
the throwing pretty hard enu 
increase my technique quite 
combinin~ strength and bulk plonshipo, also in June, and student at the University of metres off the world reco~.. 
• BULLDOGS NHL week 
SPL IT  
CP Air Bulldogs gained a split in their first two 
games agaim~ the New South Wales All-Star.5,, v 
losing the flrs.t game 8-S, but coming back to wm 
the seco.d ~k~ ~*~ ~'~ . r,-.'~he',, - ~,~. ~,,',~ ~, __  CLt , / ,~  ~ 
In the'f~k~ game, played Saturoay, ~"  mr  
played withthe All-Stars until the third period. 
Period scores were 2-2 after the first, 4-4 after 
the second, but 8-5 at the end. 
Lance Legouffe, Grant Casper, Cliff Flury, 
Dan Fallwell and Henry Kozminski split the 
scoring for the Bulldogs. 
The.second game was also close until the third 
period, with the two teams being tied 2-2 after the 
first, and the Bulldogs taking a narrow 3-2 lead 
after the second. The final .was 7-3. 
Logouffe grabbed a hat trick for the Bulldogs, 
with Casper and Flury getting singles in the 
second game as well. Other scorers were Ray 
Smelski and Wayne Rasford. 
Golf rules 
change 
EDINBURGH, Scotland Under the ealattog rule a 
(Reuter) -- Extensive golfer is penalized this 
chapges in the rules of goff stroke end any subsequent 
cometoinoperationonJen. 1 strokes made before 
following a review by the returning to rectify ,the 
Royal end Ancient Club and error. From January, the 
theU.S.GolfAsesclatlon, the penalty will be two strokes 
Royal and Ancient an- regardless of hew many 
oouncod today, . .  have been incorrectly 
The changes affect every played, but disquslifleation 
player, from top professional remains if the error is not 
to the humblest of hackers, corrected before.the t e shot 
Among the major at the next hole. 
alterarione are: The alteration i~ the em. 
- -  The Introduction offree bedded.hall rule brings/~ 
relief from a ball embedded golfers into line with 
in its own pitch mark On the I~ofesslonala ofthe U.S. and 
fuirw--aYliall to be dropped Europe. • 
within one club length, in- , 
, . o  o, "= '  =-,,-u - - T ° "o ;n 'e  relief from ground under 
repair, casual water, oh" (11y 
struetiona, etc,; rea  
- -  The granting of per- 
ndaslon to repair old hole MONTREAL ~CP) -- 
plugs on the line of a putt; Detenceman Guy Lapofnts, 
In the case of an us- who missed Montreal s "l~A 
playable lie In a bunker, the two National Hockey Leagae 
option of dropping a hall ,games this sea~ou, Is ex. 
ou~ide the hazard at the .spot pected to return to the lin~p 
from which the prevl.oun whentheCanadienemeetthe 
stroke was played, under Black Hawks In Chicago on 
penalty of one stroke, In- Wednesday night. L~pointe 
stea~i of the present require- loft the Cenadiens on Oct. ~. 
mint to drop under penalty when a rash broke out over 
within the bimker, most of his body. He entered 
Among the other changes hospital for a series of tests 
to ,a total of 25 rules or which have yet to trace the 
definitions i  an easing in the came of the problem, al. 
penalty fur playing a hall though the rash has dis. 
from o0tslde the teeing area. appeared. 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Denn is  Maruk 0f~Vashtogton 
Capitais, who sc~. .  four 
goals Sunday night a[pdpst 
Hew York Ran@m, Haas 
himself tied with two Bafhdo 
.S~-e~qtqp the scoring race 
of t~- .o~o~ week of the 
1979-8()-Nitlonal Hockey 
League season. 
NHL statistics released 
today show l~aruk has seven 
potots from six geais and one 
assist, while Buffalo's 
Gilbert Perroault and Danny 
Gm'e ach has four Scala nd 
three a~lata. All three have 
played three games. 
Chorlle Simmer of Los 
Angeles Kin@, Bobby Smith 
of Minnesota North Stars. 
and Bernie Federko of St. 
l,~ouis Blues are fled for 
fourth place with six points. 
apiece. Simmer and Smith 
have three goals each, end 
rederko has fwo. " 
Gealtender Glllse Gilbert 
of Beston Bruins has the ealy 
shutout of the young season, 
a 4.0 blanking of 'Wtonlpeg 
Jets, Denla Herron and 
MichelLurocque, Montreal's 
netmlndin~ duo in the wake 
of Ken Dryden's retirement, 
.played one game each in the 
Caondiens net and allow.nd 
ene goal apiece for a tongue- 
leading team average of 1.00. 
Meanwhile, there were 
several novelties of interest 
as the ~ grow to 21 team 
f rom 17. 
Winnipeg became tbefirst 
of four former World Hockey 
Association teams to win an 
NH~ game when they 
• downed Colorado Rockies 4-2 
Sunday night, Hartford 
Whalers were the first WHA 
veterans to earn a point, 
tying Pittsburgh Pengutos 3- 
3 Saturday hight. Edmonton 
Oilers followed hours later 
with a 3-3 tie against Detroit 
Red Wings. 
Gordie Howe marked his 
return to the NHL in a 
Hartford uniform with two 
goals in three games, 
brtogin~ his career ImL 
total to 788. 
Minnesota and Montreal 
are the only unbeaten, untied 
teams. The North Stars have 
wna three and the Canadians 
two. Pitisbur~h and Los 
Angeles are both unbeaten 
but have been tied once each. 
New York Islanders, the 
overall points leaders last 
season, have lest both their 
starts and are one of six 
winlesn clubs, The others are 
Detroit, Hartford, Quebec 
Nordlques, Edmonton end 
Colorado. 
J 
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OPEN HOU 
Play resumes tonight with 
Atlanta Flames vislring the 
lolandam end Lee Angeles at Octobe Washinston. 
• tz  ! Coe 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa (AP) --Heavyweight 
boxens John Tats and Genie 
Cnetsee were pronout~ed fit
today for their heavyweight 
title fight. 
Tats, 24, a black from 
Knoxville, Tenn., and 
Coetzea, 24, a white South 
African. meet Saturday in 
the capS.tel of Pretorla f~.a 
lS-ronM bout to decide me 
successor to Muhammad 
Ali's World Boxing 
Assoc ia t ion  r i f l e . .  
Today's medical exam 
was a perfunctory check of 
pulse, heart beat add 
breatldq. Tote and Coetzne 
didn't ~d~age words, Just 
~r~'L :~,  " " ! 
" The,~lclai weigh-to is to 
be hef~Fridnv. . 
Both ; figr/t~'i'1 have 
slackened off.thah, trl/ining 
for the4ii~t ;JoxonP~ot~m,~ ~ 
road work, light sparring 
and shadow boxing, ~?~" 
.early 70;000:,~ ?~ 
available lockets" #er~ ~ld  
by today. Promoters ex- 
pected a sellout by Saturday. 
The fight is to be televked~ 
live by NBC in the United 
States. 
NFL Stats 
& 
27 
20  
i 1 J l ' '  t2  noon-  4 pm 
' 1 ,000  cash  draw 
Jim McEwan 
. Telephone 635-4941 
Dealer Licence Humber 1492A Terrace, B.C. 
NFL 
AMERICAN ¢ONPERMN¢II 
ElM 
WL. T P A Pd 
MBgml $ 2 013~ 9S.714 
New EnO $ 2 0 ISl 105.714 
Buffalo 3 4 0 141 121.429 
NY Jets 3 d 0 145 1Sl .429 
h i t  ! 6 0 08 140.143 
CMItl'll 
Houston $ 2 0 162 148.714 
PJflll $ 2 0 170 140.714 
Cleveland 4 3 0 145 1511.571 
Clncl 1 6 0119169.143 
WeM 
Deflvlr $ 2 0110 101.714 
Son D $ 2 0162 91.714 
K City 4 3 0123 91 .571 
Oakland 4 3 0 141 134 .571 
sasffle 2 S 0 1M 167.2M 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
l i l t  
Dollas 6 1 0111 119 .557 
Philo 6 1 0 145 109 .557 
WMh $ 2 0144104.714 
NY GIImts 2 S 0 107 148.286 
St. Louis 2 $ 0 120 139.2S6 
¢oMyII 
T Bay $ 2 0141130.714 
Mlnn 3 4 0 114 1so .42~ 
Chicago 3 4 0 95 109.429 
Ores1 Bay 3 4 0 120 121,4~P 
Detroit 1 6 0 117 173 . |~  
Walt 
Lea Ang 4 3 0 121 125.571 
Atlanta 3 4 0 145 161.429 
New Oft 3 4 0 100 171.42P 
San Fran 0 7 0 129 204.000 
10 am - 6pm 
coffee & donuts 
; I ( " " 
• . . . . , . :  
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We have_ the Ir end! est cler s ' 
All Seosons ! De'k ea' . " 11  wa-ntea l 
Spor,,,,~ \ ~ ~, I Credit  I I ~ ¢~ I FO 0 D C E N T ERs  I 
Goods " , . .  " I II , . . .  I.. " _ . , . ,  . . . . . .  I 
.. . ~  i " l I 5usmess occasion..~'"- " : U Bun7 miss Itl I 
" ' " "  ~:~,,~ I. ,.A.Om, ,WATCHES I-i • . .~"  ' :~"I ,~ANNUAL ' . :  I 
TYROLIA ~ , ~ , . ;  .,,~ , . . , ,  , 
BLUE RIBBON 
BAKERY~oIo Lid, 
, Pastries 
, Cakes • Broads ~ sv,~io.z 
attention 
• to  
Wedding & 
Birthday .Cakes 
"Your  Persona l  Bakery"  
4-4717 Lakoiso 636-6063 
Ter roce  
Inter iors  Ltd. 
Sunworthy's 
one-stop waUcoverings shop 
Lots of beautiful Sunworthy wellcoverlng deslgnl for 
avery room of your house....we'll help you choose your 
patterns. 
,600  
nd l  IL, i ,t lk 
~ CLEARANCE SALE 
i Cecil B Makeup 
.... ~/2 price 
; ' , °  . 
FINRL TOUCH 
' Only ~10.11  5 
• Reg. price up to 79.99 
•"  ,. ' . "  , • . 
Proudly displaying the plaque she won as Clerk of the Welk Is VERA GON. 
CALVES. Vera Is a cashier at Kelly's Sterlo Mart where she has worked for six 
months. 
" : ,~il ' l  skeena  ,ma l l  , 635-2769 
~ ,  rTOffOCO ! 
' (T,~.I '$koppinll i 
TERRACE CO-OP 
"]roar one stop skoppin| Bemire" 
, Produce , Heat 
, Bakery , Hardware 
, Groceries , Dry GHds 
• Buildinl[ Supplies , Garden Centre 
,. Bulk Petroleum & Gas 
4617 O ~ B - 6 3 4 7  
I 
,"1 
The friendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works at: 
Ballots silooid be dropped at the Oaily Herald 
office or nailed c/o Advertisiul Haoaler, 
the Herald, 3212 Kaluin St, 
NEW QUADRA TRAVEL 
c~ ~:::~ SERVICES LTD. 
OOME and SEE 
LIONS VS. EDMONTON 
OANUOKS VS. N.Y. RANGERS 
NOVEMBER 2-4 
Hotel 
FIIgM 
Transfers 
OameTIckets :'200 e° 
635-2281 4646 Lakelse 
Bavarian Inn 
Terrace's outstanding dlnlno place, discotheque & 
lounge, with quiet Poetic decor and charming service. 
Dine in t11'6 atmosphere of f~  traditional Bovarlon 
Style. Select your meal from • most extensive ateok, 
a~afood, schnitzel and International menu In the 
Pacific Northwest. 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH - Tues. to Frl. 11.3 D INNER. Mcn. to Sun. did 1 
Contest  Ru les  
1. Only participating merchants employees are eligible. 
2. Vote must be recorded each week on ballet provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily Herald. 
3. Any clerk may win once only. H a previous winner tops votinl[ runner up 
shall be chosen winner, 
4. Winner will he selected by majority of ballots, 
S. Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesperson. 
7. Judps decision final. 
TERRAOE ELEOTRONiO 
Repairs Ltd. 
, Our large selection of 
SANYO portable and 
console TV's has arrived 
• 3 years warranty 
full service available 
Servicing the 
Terrace.Kitirnat area 
4623 Lakolse 635.4543 
ONE HOUR SERVICE 
I TIME CLEANERS 
For the best in 
suede & leather 
cleaning 
Plus ruiner clothingrepairs 
Terrace Mini Mall 635-2820 
. . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . ,  
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SECOND SECTION 
'Genera l  Hosp i ta l ' s  He said be consulted with Saskatchewan Wheat Pool of the lfft span en the bridge, 
therapeutic abortion, com. two other obotatrtcians and facilities in North Vancouver said Mensrd, adding that 
mitres, told of days w~n he Dr. J. L. Le Huqunt, Royal will be laid off today as a some progress has been 
and two fellow ~.~.tt~_ Jubilee med.iealdirector: msult of the bHdae damage, msdeindesringdabrbfrom 
memoors were laces yam 35 galore making tee f i l l  "It's ~ had we have to' the ~c i .  
~. ~ s_b~m ap_~aU~ ~e! l .  d~isl~. " . ~ onene cid ~.~e far ~ AI a r~ult he nsrrowpes. 
-~,-,'W~.._n.a~.:moe'u~. ~-.m,.mm~,~,'~.~.i~m~to~.~:eaid 4h .:'mqx~. trade m wea~ "ungaromalnaelmed to deep, 
one so.annum saesten., meistm m no a eaeurean Canada," Kance said. , sea traffic, but smaller 
• .A i rpor t  workers  out  
TORONTO (CP) - .  Radio Toronto International Air- messenger service. In September, the 
operators at eJrports across part. Molloy said the operators operators turned down a 
• Canada went on strike today Molloy mid the o~ratore are askin~ for a' two-yesr conciliation board offer that 
but a union official, in who will remain on the Job contract, with a l~-par-cent would have given them an 
Toronto said some operators will be working to rule and waae increase. Current elaht-par-cent Increase. 
will stay on to perform will only perform duties annualsalaries are $13,~8 to The unien /s part of the 
safety.related Jobs. designated essential. $15,500. Supervisors receive Public Service Alliance of 
A spokesmen for Trsn. "They will make sure 121,600. Canada. 
~e rt Canada in Ottawa said navigational aids are tune. strike will not have an tinning," said bfalIoy. 
but "over a period of time It jeopardy." 
will slow things up." The operators, who 
About 4O per cent of the ap- provide navigational 
proximately 1,100 operators, weather information add  
members of the Union of flight-planning services et 
Canadian Transport Em- 113 airports across the 
• ployees, are termed country, have been without a / t i ckets  good for | 
essential end will stay on the contract since .July, 19'/8. 
Job, says Doug MoUoy, union Members of the union also 
steward for the operators at operate a coastguard. 
Contract hinges 
On ferry worker 
• VANCOUVER (CP) -- The bership for ratification until 
British Columbia Ferry Peacock is reslnstated. 
Corp. applied to the. Peacock is the man 
F -  R E R  ~ provinei,l abor relations blamed by numagement for 
board Monday to have a loading an illegal work 
dispute over the firing of a stoppage in July, 1978, 
Horseshoe Bay terminal 
worker resolved by the 
i l l i on  bond - ..o,....o,,..,o.o..,.,..,.,.,.. $10 m " - ° - ° ' " "  NOTICE OF ELECTION 2,700-member B.C. Ferry andMarine Workers Union could hinge on the status of 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- to post a $I0 million bond to ward Shiplfll~ Ltd. said the and Warehe~emu'e Union, • Bob Peacock, who was fired Public notice Is hereby given to the electors of the Regional District of Kitimat. 
for his part in a Sept. 6 Stlklne that I requlre the presence of the Mid electors at No. 9.4544 Lazelle Avenue, 
Lecaleldpping quote for the secure release of the ship. bond matter "could be said the bridge damage walkout. Terrace, B.C. on the 29th day of Ocloher, 1979 at the hour of ten o'clock In the 
JaPanose-reaistered 'Canadian National settled Jn a few days." The would mean problems for Membership meetings are forenoon, fot: the purl~0sa ofslectlng persens to represent them as Directors. 
Railways, which owned the meneywlllhave~ohepoeted north shore grain handling bein8 held throughout ' he 
f r~ter  which last week h'idge, requested the bend before the Japan Erica, facilities, but would not ferry fleet during the next l0 Themodeofnomlnstlonofcandldatesshallheasfo'llows: 
rammed the Second Monday after eonsultin8 which is under loniterm mean serious Job reductions days to discuss the new two- 
Narrows train bridge with the Federal Court of . charter to Japan Lines, a for his own union,members., year contract hat features Candidates hell be nominated In writing by two duly qualified electors of the 
cousin8 serious disruptiono Canada. ' major world shippin8 " CNR . spokesman AI an eight-percent general Reglensl DIsWIcL The nomination paper shall be delivered to the Returnln0 Of. 
in pert movemente will have A spokesman for West- company, esnsaflapin. Menard also announced wagelncrenselneaehyear, flceratsnytlmebetwesnthedsteofthlsnoflcesndnoononthedsyofnomlnstlon. 
Meanwhile, Canron Monday that the censultlqg And a union source sa id  Thenomlnatlonpspermoybelntheformprescrlbedlnthe "Municipal Act",end 
JL~U~L~U Ind '%f l 'd '~r  Y 0~ j~a ' ld l l  s WestaroBrldgedlvi¢Inahas engineering firm FenCO there in a strol~ chance the shall state the nems, rolldencssndoccupatlonoftheperlonnomlnatedlnsucha 
been awarded the contract Consultants Ltd. --  the membership will vote to manner as to sufficiently Identify such candldste. The nomination paper shall be 
by the ~ to rspah' the mtginal conatdtanto when overturn the executive's subscribed to by the candldefe. 
to r t - -  u s e  s o n ' J - - l - l - - -  =. ,  . o=.  , . . ,  the brltlgewasbuilt--had ecision to hold up sulphur, coal and other been retained to handle the ratification Until the cur- In the event of s poll being necessary, such poll wltl be opened at: 
goods from main lines south re~irs with Canron poration reinstates Peacock. 
of the harbor to elevators en Cam'en built the" bridge Norm Thornber, inbsr Area A;- Alice Arm.Kltsaultf Na'u Camp; Alysnsh; Greenville; 
VICTORIA(CP)--~}dety for permission superior man the north shore, which was first opened in relations director of the Klncollth; canyon Cl~; Mezladln 
endgovemmentmuetmake ab~tiouenthewoman, wbo Repalrcestsareestimated .196D. The bridge was Crown corporation, said 
up their minds on the has a mental age of ahedt at ~3 mJlliun end the Job will knocked out of service marlagement is taking the Area B: Two Mile: New Hezslton; South Hszelten; Kl~vsngs; 
abortion issue and stop three. . ' take aheut 15 weeks. Friday night when the 24,. position that the newly- Sportsman's Lodge; Skeene Crossing; Morlcetown; 
peening the responsibility off . He said he was told that Workers laid eft 000-t0n freighter.hit a span negotiated contract and the Cndarvsle 
on dcoton, a doctor told an became the fetus was more Henry Kanes, business on the bridge while leaving firing of Peacock are two 
inquest Jury Monday. than 2O weeks old, the ap- ~ent~ortheGraisWorkers' the harbor in heavy fog. separate matters. Area C; Uek; Kltsmest Indian Village; Kemsne; Hartiey Bay; 
Dr. David Llntarn, former pllcillen did not come within Uninn, l.~Jll 333, mid 50 to Harbor authorities still are But union president KIImtu; Rouwood; Thornhlll Elementary School; Clarence 
chairman of Victoria thecommittse'sJurisdiction. 150union members at the concarnedabeutthestebility Shirley Mathieson said "the Mlchlel Schooli Lakelso Lake 
discipline arose out of the 
Area D~ Iskut; Telegraph Creek; Bob Qulnn contract dispute," adding 
that it would be wiser for the 
corporation to drop the Area IE Thornhlll Elementary School; Clarence Mlchlel School 
matter now that he contract on the 17th day of November, 1979, behvesn the hours of 8:00 a.m. and O: 00 p.m. of 
to- has been resulved; • which every pursue Is hereby req.ulred to take notice and govlrn hlmeslf ac. 
~. ~",'" tlm*,i.|.m,"=Xcotiti~' I  . . . . .  co~n~lit.. --:.'::.";- .... 
decided that, although It is 
"I think if society wants section was baaed on "There should be another veueis and barMs towed by recommending acceptance Glven under my hand at Terrace, thls2nddeyofOctober, 1979. 
abortien on demand with maternal, not fetal con-' route." tugs can move through the of the new contract by its NVs. Lucy Wood 
basically no guidelines, it elderatiens. Barges, B.C. Railway and area provided they meet members, the terms will not Returning Officer. 
should say so," he said Jimralr, VietoriaGeaoral the Roberts Bank port all harbormsater standards, be sent out to the mere- 
during the fifth day of an e~ecuilve, said that ff the will be enlisted to fight the said harbors board poHca. 
inquest into the death Sept. procedure was carried out problem of moving potash, Their investignllon of the 
19,1978, of the infant son eta with a certificate from the sulphur, coal and wheat accident continues. 
severely retarded 3~ysar. ahortiou committee, it was shipments. The 10-year-old A Pacific Pilotage 
old Glendale Hocpital 8n abortion, but ff done bridge normally handled Authority pilot was on board 
resident, without the certificate, it 1,(~0 railway care a day. the ship when 'the crash 
The baby died a few hours was a termination of Offlclala estimated the . occurred, but a spokesmen 
caesarean, section after an He sal~ it wsa later dis. capacity by at least 15 per not be released. 
estimated 23-wsok gestation covered that Rlppingtun did renL The vessel was carrying 
period. The inquest was have permiuion to proceed Bob Peables, Canadian logs when the accident oc- 
ECT o sAVE 
ruled unnatural. The inquest continues, twuntienal Longshoreman Aberdeen, Wash. 
' " " ' ' " ' ° '  DIR 
- ' " ' - ' "  IYLDER AN said,awithout TO wast.set terms, ofUP a committeatime,,, frefer nceLint.is D'S~'OCT OF " 'C '  ' 6 U ....v.o,., o. eu  u , 5,000 oo coroner Dr. Willlam NOTICE OF ELECTION McArthur that in the majority of cam, docideno on abortions are made en 
moral and philosophical PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to the electors of the 
grounds, and the committee Municipality of Terrace that I require the presence of the said • 
does not needtobe made up electors at the Municipal Building, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C.,  
entirely o~ doctors, on Monday, the 2Vth day of October, 1979, at the hour of ten o'clock in 
The real problems, the forenoon, for the purpose of electlng persons to represent hem PLUS receive of the f Ilowing 
. _ . . ,  . ,w . , . . .  one o the lack of guidelines in the as: , ~  
code, he .ld. ~Va Cone). Two Year Term "The definition of the 
health effect on the mother is 
sobrundthatitdoun't m,y ALDERMAN (three), TWO Year Term 
give, the committee any • ( ~ O ~ .  
~ e s  to say this ts ~ TRUSTEE (two), TWO Year Term proper--.anytidns basically 
that detracts away from a ' ~t~.  t~ 
full soaks of wcil.heini can THE MODE OF NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES SHALL Be AS ~,~S ' 
haconslderedfll.beaithsndl .FOLLOWS: Candidates shall be nominated In writing by /we duly ~ j 
problem,"think thathehaSsaid.beM~, the qualified electors of the municipality. The nomination paper shall be ~ ~.~ j~  
Dr. Michael Rippingtun, delivered to the Returning Officer at any time between the date of 
who performed the this notice and noon of the day of nomination. The nomination paper 
Old'alien. said he had called may be In the form prescribed In the Municipal Act, and shall state 
a pediatrician in to make the name, residence, and occupation of the person nominated, in 
every effort to ksop the in- such a manner as to sufficiently Identify such candidate. The PLUS 
fantalive.,,The op ration was a nomlnatlon paper shall be subscrlbed to by the candldate, no  mortgage payments til Jan.1980 
'.uelarcan section, or . .  .. 
l~terectemy," he said. "It IN THE EVENT OF A POLL BEING NECESSARY, such poll will be . . . .  
wsa not an abortion. Opened at the Clarence Mlchlel Elementary School Gymnasium, Meet our representative on MUNROE STREET "I would never to an 
abortlenwlthouttheconsent 3430 Sparks Street, Terrace, British Columbia, on the 17th day of this week between 2 pm & 7 pm 
ofthecemmlttco. I did not do November,. 1979,  between the hours of O: 00 o'clock In the forenoon 
an abortion here without and 8:00 o'clock In the afternoon, and Advance Polls will be held at 
approval." theMunlcipal Sulldlng,3215 Eby Street, Terrace, British Columbia, l and  choose the home that suits you bestl 
Rlpplngton thnd applied a between the hours of 9:00 o'clock In the forenoon, and 8:00 o'clock In i ' 
week before operation the afternoon, on Monday, November 12th, 1979, and at Mills o r  after hours call 635-6302. Room 30. 
WHERE iS S/U~IOM Memorial Hospital, 2711 TetrauIt Street, Terrace, British Columbia, ~ _.~ 
APIA, Western Samoa between ~he hours of 4:00 o'clock In the afternoon and 6:00 o'clock In 
(CP) -- Don't believe the the afternoon, on. Friday, November 16th, 1979, of which every _ . , J~ i . . _  A , , ,  
maps. The Samoan island person Is hereby required to take notice and governhlmself ac- 
8renp in the South Padflc cordlngly. 
Ocean isn't where the maps 
show it to be. h French GIVEN UNDER MY HAND at Terrace, British Columbia, his lOfl~ 
research ship with a 
l~ydrelogtet from the Apla day of October, 197,. .~ND DEVELOPMENT LTD.  
observatory, recently 
~covered that Samoa Is 1.s M.A.  Macdonald  3861 - 15th Ave. Prin co George, B.C. 
kilometres away from where Returning Officer 
it traditionally has been . 562-4114 MEMBER OF  HUDAC 
,mapped. 
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These Kids 
Kid You Not 
By Abigail Van Buren 
1979 by ChlcI0o Tribune.N.Y. News Syn0. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I ~/~st read the letter from the 14-year-old 
boy who was afraid he had VD and didn't want to tell his 
parents, and I just had "to write. 
1 am a 15-year-old girl who had a similar experience. I 
thought I had VD, I cried for days, Finally I decided the only 
thing I could do was to tell my mother, Abby, that was the 
hardest hing I ever had to do. When I told her we both 
cried I begged her not to tell my father, but she said she had 
to. Some'pretty cruel words were exchanged among the 
three of us. 
The next seven days were the toughest I've ever ex- 
perienced, but it also proved how much my parents really 
loved me. They stood by me the whole time. When we finally 
got the doctor's report, we were relieved to learn that it 
wash t VD-it was another kind of infection. 
My friends thought I was crazy for tellingmy mother, but 
it was the best decision I ever made. It really brought us 
closer together, and we got to understand each other better. 
Abby, please keep encouraging kids to take their heavy 
problems to their parents. It's not always the easiest way, 
but it's the smartest. Thanks for letting me have my say. I
believe you really do care. 
BEEN THROUGH A LOT 
DEAR BEEN: Thanks for the testimonial. Read on for a 
letter from a glrl who wasn't as lucky as you. 
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for that letter in your column 
warning kids about VD. I wish I had seen something like 
that when I was 14. 
I am a 1~year-old girl who just underwent a very painful 
and serious operation as a result of gonorrhea. 
I had to have a hysterectomy. 
Abby, I don't "sleep around." I have only one boyfriend. 
I also have a very ugly seven-inch scar down my stomach. 
The worst part is knowing that I willnever in my life be able 
to bear my own children. 
Not many kids realize how serious VD can be. Please in- 
form your readers of this. And if you print my letter, please 
don't use my name. Thank you. 
PAID A HIGH PRICE 
DEAR ABBY: The 57-year-old wife of the impotent 
61-year-old 'spdfy dresser, great dancer, and b:g spender 
has a lot to learn. (She can't understand why "the other 
woman i,~is life" finds him so attractive.) 
I There a~e literally th'6uba, nds of women who would 'be 
overjoyed to have su~.~q~plmni~n, especially if he can't do 
anything inbedl What a pleasure it would be to have a nlari 
take me out and Show me a good time, and not wrestle me to 
the floor when the evening is overl 
Another thing the poor wife doesn't seem to know is that 
many a man who is impotent at hom~ is a powerhouse with 
women other than his wife. 
THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "THE END JUSTIFIES• THE 
MEANS": No way. To record n conversation without advis- 
ing tee portlcs concerned that they are being recorded is' 
both illegal and unethical. Being deceitful in an attempt o 
get the goods on someone you distrust makes you no I~sq 
deceitful. 
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret o|' 
popularity, get Abby's new booklet- "How To Be Popular; 
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send $I with a long, 
self-addressed, stamped {28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132 
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake_~____ 
IMp, = to Apr. X9) -r,'~ 
A ~resh approach to a work ' 
problem br'm@ results. A oo- 
worker may goof off on the 
job, but you'll make progress 
on your own. 
TAurus ~:~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A direct approach serves, 
you well in a romantic 
situation. Don't evade ~ues 
or controversial topics. Be 
willing to face realities. 
GEMINI M M ~ J ~ J ~  
(May 21 to June 20)=~"  
A partner or roonunate may 
not want to pitch in, but still 
you'll accomplish much 
around the house. Do it 
yourself for success 
CANCER 
(June 21 to, July ~.) ~1~ 
A alight mix-up in c0m. 
municallon won't hold you 
back. Balance serious 
thinking with local visits and 
recreational ctivities. 
LEO 
(Jay = te Aug, =) ~ 
Avon questionable In- 
vestments and gambling. Buy 
essential household items and 
durable goods. Keep spending 
within budget. Be practical 
vu~ ~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept, 22) 
A family member seems 
vugue or evasive, but you're 
, highly articulate now and can 
express yoursul[ to good 
advantage ,  Assume 
responsibility. 
UERA .n.="~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Gossip and rumors make It 
worth your while to keep your 
own counsel. Investigate 
financial tips. Visit those 
feeling under par. 
scorns m,,?[P 
(Oct, 23 to Nov, 21) 
Speak up and get to know 
new acquaintances at a social 
get.together, but don't let 
others have privy to your 
financial status. 
s~~s ~l i~  
(Nov. 22 to Dec, 21) 
Do further research re a 
career move. Don't rely on 
what the facts appear to be. 
Be ready to assume more 
career esponsibility. 
CAPRICORN I~ 
(M.  23 to Jan, 19) vd ~X11t" 
~c~.u~Keep. your suspicious to 
yourself. H questioned, others 
may try to put you on the 
defensive. Be on the lookout 
for new advisers. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan; 20 to Feb, 18) 
ConsMt ~th superiors about 
new business Ideas. Friends 
and money don't mix now. Go 
over the books with ac- 
coantants or tax experts. 
PISCES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) ~ 
Be a good listener. Don't 
drift off. Consider a trip for 
two to a distant place. Show 
loved ones you're willing to do 
your part. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
natural affinity for the 
buslne~a world, but may not 
care to handle details. You 
can cmmnercialize your ar. 
tJsttc talents and are of~ 
found in buslne~us allied with 
the arts. 
M[t Afl 
"I'd tell your fether,, but he probably lent you 
the hit." 
I " I " ~1 . . . .  r . . . . .  I /  . . . .  
ACROSS 3'/Dry, as DOWN 
1 Gloomy burgundy 1 Hominy 
4 Drains 38 Washington 2 Jal -- 
8 Wicked senator 3 Florida 
12 Neighbor 45 Author county 
of Miss. Wiesel 4 Hoarded 
13 Jog 46 Scottish 5 A gazelle 
14 Hindu queen bland • 6 Mail 
15 Insane 47 Pub order ? Certain 
18 French river 48 -- breve compound 
17 Formerly 49 Scraped by 8 Wear away 
18 Canadian 50 Sign of the 9 Weather 
ex-VIP zodiac indicator 
21 Slippery 51Court 10 Peruvian 
character 52 Dried Indian 
Undivided up 11 In -- of 
~3 General 53 Long time 19 Tear 
tenor Avg. solution time: ~ rain. 
20 Numero -- 
23 Explosive 
Vintage car 
25 Shoe width 
Z~ Creek 
Z7 Newscaster 
Rather 
And so forth' 
(abbr.) 
29 Tiny 
31 Blocks 
3Z Bag 
A lever 
Ten year 
psi'led 
36 Word with 
Dutch 
37 More 
Grade, 
for one 
Morning 
refresher 
~0 Lack 
31 Comedian 
Caesar 
3~ Glut 
33 -- the line 
School org. 
'35 Saturday 
' night event 
36 Make m 
effort 
~ISISITIOINISlAILIEI reasonable 
IAIKIEIFIEIEILIEIRI 38 CaR 
IBIUITIFIEILILIEIRI 39 French 
L IL IB IE ID~ I IRIAI women's 
E L S O~NISINI I iTI nmgazine 
L OIDIMIOINIAI 40 Shade of 
l~ i  I IM/LI I INIG1 
IBIRIAINmCI I I T !~ ' - -  green 
IRE C KIAIVIEISITIAI 41 Gag 
IE IN IT IF IL IY IMI  I IDI 4~ Bargain 
IAINtl IMIAILIHl l  INIDI • . bunter's 
ISIEICIUIRIE1 1 INIGIEI delight 
ITIRIEIMIOIRIEIDIE[RI 43 Table 
8-18 spread 
Answer to yesterday's im=d e. 44 A gas 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
CATFISH 
By Stan Lee and John Romi ta  
~l~w r/~r n~o~E~... A . . . . .  
.~k,~x HOP~.YoLLY ~ N~W FRC-~-~I 
~- I~  JONAH Lq iN/.,~ I.ANGE, .~[ 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
~L 
• :the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
i. I i • ~ cv. . . .  '~r~ A / ~¢A-~i~l~---.~lN~/I I -~o ,~,~y ~ IN H~I~ 
• ~ ~:~1 ~"Y~. .. 
B.C. 
_ ;,; i i - , , ; . . .  ~ .~  ~ ' .~ .  
~ ~ ~,  ~-T I 
~,.- L R '~ • 
,o 
By Johnny' Hart 
• I  ~ ~:~"  I ~:.s~_.~ 
DOONESBURY 
'( 
? 
' , By ,Gar ry  T rudeau 
I 
' ~tt ' t  ~mA.~t~ W~m~ 70~ 
z ~obv m ~oKmcr ~4w" ~a.n" A M/~t- t/V ~ av~.~y /44~m Z /~z~ 
,~ ,¢~ x /~ ro /co~, n~r z c,~" ~l  ~ yOU~ oz~u~. ~ l~u,,~u ~ TO O~oN • 
Ill ~Fco~i~#~ou,~/ / '~  o~, '  III ~ laG~n~. m \A /  \ 
, m,  s 7 -, -,o ,, 
NNN='  N I NNN 
N=s I N , , , s , ,  
= N"  NV 
NN!t l  ml" I I N -NN 
38 39 40 41 I /4 '  4,, 44 
45 I 
CRYPTOQUIP 8-1: 
XGSSEC BSGQREQ HBWXPVWKH CPSS 
IPHAYDR ADYSQ GIYSA VWK 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- HELICOPTERS HOVER COYLY 
OVER CITY" HELIPORTS. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: X equals C
Cryptoqulp isa simple se~tituUon d...pher ~ wld~ each 
letter used stands for another, u you mink mat x equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
e 
~,  , , 
~-;~ 
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Wolm ' 
i'ii~. OTTAWA (CP) - -  When r"=:ed at the u~i l ' s  In an totredueUon to the IntenUona, action taken had similar skills and had • : : 
• the royal commission on the annual meeting in Ottawa report, council president bee, ieeuffletent, she said. ~ vtlue. * 
status of women issued Its thla week. Din'hi An*.~ .ld ~ A . ~  ~o, ,o .  ~ , .  ~, ll ~ . . , - i  Uhr.rin. OPPOMI I ID I ITT  
Bl rn  report In 1970, it told The report -- tiffed 10 evaluaUm hi tougher than ro a l  commiss ion 's  and reeaa~ do 
- " "  Canad/an women they had Years Later -- evainatea one .nd,~,,k,m *~mv~ r.~oy~.al u,v~ . . . . . . . . . . .  equal comealo, w ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - , - - - -  • . . . .  - - ,  " - -  " ~  . . - -  ;~mr OMCl l  g ay ntsmlhad progress made in lm- That r~ortermsld~rav142 W~l~ dt~ltmt,,I ,~ ~,.,, , . .  tn h~ ~=.e . ,4  ' 
 '-vena " . . . .  * . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  - - -  
°rig way to go. idemenUng 132 royal com- ~o " " • mmeedatiom to have equal The Canadian Huma EXCLUSIVE  DEALERSHIPS  NOW .. A decade later, the ~l~lm reeommenclaUons bee~ im e n 
CanadiAn AdviRnev Cm,.,.ll ' . . . . .~  monied, and U epportunltlco fw women in Rights Commission Is AVAILABLE FOR AN AMAZING NEW 
m~e-S~t~-o f -~;~me~a ' The con,oH found that ,IS ~,,.rm.~,~Lm~emen.t~M.. ~ __~_.l~lnina, en.t~ to the . eurre.nUy . lnvestlptln8 REMOTE CONTROL ENGINE STARTmR 
women have come a long .re~..~enoaflons have been ,,.._~,__w_~_L'"_L"~" oz.~.- wonzorceanaaaveneamont com.pamm oy ~me dtheeo 
~k~l~J  wa~ sinee Lhe data of the ~Pl.e_men.tM, ~ l~_~ally ~"e~',,",m. E,°[~°_ve.n~"~..^.e"c,~: ~.,mU~ ann msugomo= wL~$era. _ .. Startaenyvehlclefron~thacomfortoflndooral~adl 
~ ,  • v 6~_y royal commbalon. ~.m.~oiementea nn s4 not .,.Z:."".~ ,-,_,-,v_,-,-_~__~ v ,~,u ,m. .  . . . .  .~ne. numan ~ com- types of weather by L remote control. No more (d4  
e ,  nut there Is "ample to-owed. .o~.~..~ w.um~.m~_.~u~.. ~o.me nave Deer lully mlxs~n, which has a weather worries, Product backed by an uncoedilMNd 
..-,i.~.,.,,.,; a,.,.,,. .,,, . . . . . .  w,==" -~" "~wu . . . . . . . . .  recommenaauon8" our"V w'~T~u~menta,uv~'~u~ua"c-" Anmrson'" cauibtL~P°menma'betweennut start°then a d~ dlacrlminatlonmanaate to invcotiaaalnatllate guarantee. No franchlos fm Involved. 
~'ar'~ tv .d '~ ,b~l~ove the status of woman were no ]onKer appUcable said, fl~L~h women and other n~.,,v, For Informotlon write: 
LU _ l~ J~ m~a~da..~a~skthat is inr and. a noth.er 45 were not In the earlier evaluation, Pay rates for librarians was establish o . - -~:  Commahd.St~rt Eleatronla IM. 
I "  '% '~ ask .  the n~o~U~ot~et~u:~ee ~.~d some r~'omm~da!ions bad. w e~e'no.tinlinewithrat.ee, for corda.~e with ~e Ion, ~ 14,1 CMrlvml, Drive 
L co~ent in a ...N.~ to ha ~,,-,.m.,,_ - . . . . . .  . ,u~..ueemea zmplementea 1.historical researchers royal  commission's West Vancouver, I,C, 
,~ ,;uu~, nu (tee [ze evidence e~ Dud altbo the ol)e requn'eo recommendatione, or phons {60,1) 926.1e47 
NOW OPEN ~'B~ , , . -~  . ,x ~ . . . .  ~.. .  Or. . , . .o.  ~,, ~ . ,~ S Rock, Patio Blacks, Concre~ Gravel, Bagaof Cement, , P'S 1 
E , / . ~  p l~ '~ '~ l  I "A Yard C~crete Mixer Available for Rent. 
pOP . . . . . . . . . .  ALI~'S s.ol, BODY , !~ I  ,,.g,. 7"~ wE .EL ,v . .TO.A .  PHONE 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
in the old MeEwan's Shop PIZZA WAGON - . - .  u,  
(Across from tie Skeena Hotel) Pizza and sub.buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
4513 Greig ~ 63"5-2326' Plmt Off IG'umm Road 
l 
• " ' " Thornhlll 
~-":,~-':': ~ ~ ~ * :  . . . .  t l  ':~'~if~t SP[CIAI. 
II Every Sunday S Wdmda, 
(fAN'S OOHTRAOTING ootehr  17 to Ilvnnker II 
' With any order for Pizza of M.00 end up, 
Restorations, Hope Chests order a 9" pizza of your choice for ½ price. MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
~ ,  Custom Made Furniture, Refleisbia[ Pbolo 63S-3414 
t . .~  General Blildil[ Contractin[ I I w. . , .~. , ,  . _ 
" .... " "~;  ~ .... . .  ...... i " ' : '~  ' I: r ' , . : F ree .de lNery  Tuesday/ . to~Sunday ~, -.-.,: n~i,s lu420s . . . . .  '".':",, . . . . . . . . . . . .  e ra  
1 lOKalum~,;:,~it'i~6686~:.;,~ei-[:l~!•?:~:?i,.:,?.?:/aO+s~-, a~°. ~Y~: : I~ I  :;, .~"://'- , ;?,:'"L ~' ::??:;'~ :"~ ;' ~!~' ; :  
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. 
'Unique Ba~r~m., Bout!q.ue. ' .... ,', ....... 
,44~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
p.o. Box 534 PHUNE 63S.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VaG 4BS OR 635-9320 
Instill & Servlca Gas, Wood & eli Furancea 
L 
6 HOW OPEN A 
g U 
0Bl G C D [ R 
n 0 
y 2701 South Kalum St. Ii 
635-6180 A 
From 6 a.m. p 11 p.m. T 
dcLI, GlfllrS 
CC- CID 
=.32~alum Strev~oTerr~e 
Natural" Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS.,, 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd, 
• SERVlH6 TERRACE & KlfllIAT 
~ e  AUTHURIZED 
SERVICE 
DEPUT 
Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon,.Sat. --  9 a,m,. 6 p,m, 
Friday -- 9 G,m.. 9 p,m, 
44211 Lakelse 4,1L~4S49 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER?  
• "WE CLEAN"  
CHIMNEYS-  FURNACES FIREPLACES 
BO LERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
Matin9 ayatem by using • PRO-VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also introducing the new method of utilizing 
cemprlmed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives I~lltlve and efficient results" ' 
Call the PRO-VAC people today end see for yourMIf. 
Phone" 
TorrGce 635"6292 
KiUr.t 632"2466 
Pro .VK  Induslr lu 
Can. Ltd. 
Ser~cea Dlvlalon 
Kltlmat.Terrace, B.C. 
FREE 
TERRACE IW[EL 81FT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, hnar teeth , hear claws 
, welt teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (slnoleorpalr) 
BILLIARDS 8, AMUSEMENTS :i']~;,: ': 
• :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
WE ALSO SELL,, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
-,,.b,.., ~.,ro.,.k o,,,. I I 3,3,ALO~S,R., 
TERUK HOTEL . .  ,.,~,.,.c,~,o.c. P.o..~... 
STRROORRD 
TRCK YRCHTS 
SAN J UAN 
21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OO!  
Ken Hanson' 
~lr 480  JOHN DEER *A* GRADING ,~' lAND CLIARINCl 
WITH UTH WHarl[I. "~ BACKFILLING 1~" LI[V[LINO 
TERRACE 
PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE & ALL.AN 635-3505 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
Pl PE, PLUMBING SUPPLI ES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, N UTS AND BOLTS, F ENCING, 
WATER SOFTEN ERS-- AND MORE -- 
i'*~*~ 239 Keith Avenue - N.r B.C. Hydro 
• '~ I  ::~, , 636-7158 
NOW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
Interior. Exterior • Residential. C~nmerclal 
Specializing In Sand Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone: ~15.4559 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
MR. BUSINESSMAN] 
This Space Is Roservd 
For Your Ad, 
' I 
'.',, .,~,.' J,.l~xz,~: to IJ 'di~'l~Jil ' I 
Wayside Groceries 
4711.G Kei th  Ave .  
' f our  f r iend ly  convenience store 
O 
I W--kd,vs 7:30 am - 12:30 am 
J [W.k,.ds 10:00 am-11:00 pm 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 6-11 IE[KfilS 1-11 
4438 Lakelse I ra- I lK  
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
JAMES GMAY 
4m Md)EEK 
45e-~n 
CARPET & FLOORING 
INSTALLATION 
YOU 8U]PPLY WE INSTALL 
ABLE 
,Smooth Sailing 
' to the 
3212 KALUM PNON| 136-13i7 
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"For Safer Living, Fuel Economy & Cleaner AIr" l  
a CHIMNEYS BOILERS • 
FURNACES • 
• AIR DUCTS eFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 63,5-5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. V6C 11(5 632.2466 
!.! i:i;!~ ' 
i Ni:,l 
!i ; 
?., 
• SKEENAHI:ALTH UNIT 
2-021S E ly  St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly et Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from' 
1:20- 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslflera 
who brln0 children must 
have  parents' written con- 
sent for immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Field throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for datall l  end 
rnglltratlon. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon I
-2  p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nurllng care In the home for 
'shoes who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
10 months: at Chlld Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4~ . 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Oevelopmenteh vlalon, 
hearing ecraenlng done. 
• Please phone for ap- 
palntment. 
"Vb-  CLINIC ; 
-Ph'one for appointment.  
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
CLASlIFIIO RATES SUI|¢RIPTIOH RATII  
LOCAL ONLY: SUIIClIPTION 
20 words or less 12.00 per In- RATES 
esrflon. Over 20 v~rda $ cents Rk f lve  
per word. Qctoher !, ltrs 
3 or more consecutive Insertions Single Copy 20(: 
$1.50 Per Insertion. By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
REPUND$: By Mail 3 mth. 15.00 
First Inlertlon charged for ByMall 6mth2S.00 
~d~ether run or not. 6yMall yesr,iS.00 
Absolutely no refunds after ad Senior Citizen year 20.00 
I~e been s.t. 
British Commonwoelth and 
CORRECTIONS: UnlhKI States of America one 
Must be made before saconcl year 5.5.00 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be mldt for only Box 399, TsrrKa, 6.C. 
me Incorrect ad. VSG 2M9 
BOX NUMIIIR$: HOME DELIVERY 
75 cents plckop. Terrace&DIitrIct 
11.75 mallM. Thornhlll & DIItrlct 
Phone 63S.4.157 
CLASSIPlRD DISPLAY: 
Rotes available upon request. Kltlmat • Dletrlct 
Phone 6,12.21747 
NATIONAL CLAaSIPI ID 
RATI: The Herald reserves the right 
22 cats per agate Ilne. foclesslfyecls under apl~oprlats 
Minimum charge 15.00 per In. headings and te se~ re,as 
urtlon, theraf~'e and to dttormlne page 
I~cetlun. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL end The Herald.r~.ervso therlght 
TRANSIENT ADVERTi$1NQ: 10 revlw, atilt, clasMfy or r*le~ 
~.~0 per column Irlch. eny ndvertlMment and to retain 
soy insWorl dlrected to the 
BUSINESS PIIRSONALS: Herald BoxReply Service, lind to 
14.00 per line per month, reply the customer the sum paid 
a 4 month basle only. for me advertisement end BOX 
rentsl. 
DRADLINi 60X replies on "Hold" In- 
itrt~.-tlonlnot plcklKI Up within 10 
DISPLAY: days of impiry of ~ ed: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to vertlMmeot will be destroyeo 
~lollcatlm cloy. unleSS mallln0 inMructluns ore 
CLASSIFIED: recelvKI. T I~ I  gnsv~ring BOX Numhera ere requested not to 
2:00p.m.on dlyprevloul foday lend originals of documlmts to 
of publication Menday to Friday. evold loss. 
All claims of errors in ad- 
ALL CLASIIFIID CAIH WiTH vm'tlesmentl must be received 
ORDIR other than by the publllhor within 30 clays 
BUSINlSSRS WITH AN Mhx" the first publication. 
I ITA IL I IH IO ACCOUNT. It Is eare~i by the I~ivertlser 
requesting space that the 
S~rvl¢s charlle of IB.Se Im all Ilablllly of the Herald In the 
N.S.F. cheque., event of failure to pubtl~h en 
advertlllmerlt or In the event of 
WIDDING DISCRIPTIONI: an error centering In the ed- 
Na charg| provldsd nm sub- wrtlMmant 1 ~ published 111111 
miffed within o~e month. 14,00 he IlmlhKI to the amount I~lld by 
production charge for wMdlng the advertlMr for enly one In- 
end-or engagement plctureL correct Insertion for the portion 
News of wecldlngs (writs.ups) of the advertising iiNIce KcuplIKI 
received one m~th or more bY the Incorrect or om/fl.~ Item 
after event I10.00 charge, with or unly, end that mere onell De no 
without picture. Sub}act to lability to any went greater 
condensation. Payable In ad- shim the amount pad for such 
vance, adverll|lng. 
Mvertlmmen~ mule comply 
CLASSIFIED AN. with the Brltllh Columbll 
NOUNCEMRNT|: Human Rights Act which 
Blrtha 5.~ Ix'ohlbl~ any edvertillng thlt 
Enda0ements 5.50 dtscrlmmares against any 
Marrlopes S.S0 person l~ce~me of h!.a r.m.co, 
Deathl 5.50 " raflgl~l, laX, COlor, netlonllily, 
Funorall $,~o an¢l~try or place of ~'lgln, or 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 becluel his age Is between 44 
Memorlal Notices 5.50 end45yesrs, unleuthec0ndltlon 
II luetifled by 8 bona fide 
PHONE 635-6,157 requirement for the ~ork In- 
C?.m~ Abvorlla~n~ 9,~t. uelv,¢,~+,,,, ! 
24, SITUATIONS. 
WAHTED 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at g p.m 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
135.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?'  
NEED HELP? 
Cell B irthr ight for an  
dlternatlva to abort ion. 
Phone 652-4102 anyt ime.  
Room 233, Nochoko Centre. 
K,tlmat A.A. C~t|trm.'tlea 
Group In Kltimet: telephone 
632-3713, 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Mestlngs. S:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wedneadayl C loud .  
Meetings 0:30 p,m, United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open Meetings Ih 30 
p.m. Skeane Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General HoopHel. 
AI.Anon Meatlnge - Tuesday 
• 0 p.m. United Church. 
Wetght Watchers meeftng 
held avery Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, ,1907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Sllm Lint Club meats 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
problems, such aS food 
pellm~lngs and complelnts, 
sewage dlspuaal, pr ivate 
water  supplies and 
nuisances. 
SI~EECH and HEARING 
.~¢L, INIC 
'(Held at 4A13 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
438.1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing ttstt  on 
referral by tomlly doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Do you feel you have • Speech pathologist; - 
drinking problem? There Is therapies wi l l  carry  out 
help speech aeseaamants and 
AvelleMel therapy. 
Phene 63S-,~,16 LONG TERM CARE 
Akal~llce A~maymus At 20~4621 Lazalla Ave. Tel. 
MEETINGS: 635.9196. 
Men; 8:30 ~, p.m. United' -AsMesmentendplannlngfor 
Church. "" . . . . . . . . . . .  l h '~  ellglble for Long Term 
Men. 8 p.m. - Alanon - Core. 
~eane Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. Ih 30 p.m. Mille 
Memorlel Ho~pltal. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEh 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY, 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVE RSATIUN 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drup.ln Centre 
atmogphere 
WANTED DONATIUNS 
The Three Rivers Workshop any tlme between II am and 
for the Handlcepped era 3230 pm Monday thr~ 
Icoklng for donations of any Frlday. 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation ebeut these and 
other act ivit ies,  please 
phone IklS-~Nkl and ask for 
Skeana Centre. Set you there 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
l In the Skeane Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
tklS-5747 or  635-3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• e auplx~ service 
for women -
4711 I.emile Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
13S-SI~. 
Drop In: 10 am4 pm Men.- 
Thurs. 10 am-4 pm Friday. 
old, Ix~okan cr used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2:!38 between 
8 a.m. end 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 Lakelse - 634907 
Wednesday 1 p .m. .  3 p,m. 
and 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
anyt ime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 435.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP We offer a comfortable 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hospi ta l  relaxed atmosphere to meat 
Auxiliary would appreclett and share Ideas. Children 
any cionetlons of good, clean ere welcome. 
clothing, any household EVENING PROGRAMS: 
Items, toys etc. for their 7:30pmTuesdays-Womon's 
Thrift Shop. For pickup AA. IstWednseday of month 
service phone ¢15.5320 or ~ - Status of WOmen, 2nd 
5233, or leave Donations at Wednesday- Single Parents 
the Thrift Shop on Laselir (led by a single father), 3rd 
Avenue on Seturday~ bet Wedne~,day - Men & 
wean 11 a.m. ~md 3 p.m Womens Rap, Thur~ays .  
Thank you ~ Women's Night Out. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazella Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocetlonal and social 
rehabl l l tat lon done by 
consultant. 
Women's A.A. Meet lngs -  
Every Tuesday Nlght at 7:30 
--4711 Lue l la  Ave. 435.5145. 
Rape ReHM 
Abortion CounzalIIng 
& Crlsle Line for 
Women 
Terrace and District 
Community Services Society 
wish to announce the Annual • 
General Meeting to he held 
on October 17, 1979 In the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
at 7:30 pro. Haw members 
ere very welcome. Phone 
435.3178 for more In- 
Rebekih Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 -  
Qddfallows Hall, 3222 
/~Jnroe St. (nc.1ONI 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Set.,' 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace. 
Arena Banquet Re.  from 
1:20 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
Ladles Aux i l ia ry  to the 
Legion Bazaar In the 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room, October 20, 1979 from 
2 pm to 4 pro. (nc.190) 
MEN & WOMEN'S RAP 
SESSION 
featuring STAN PERSKY. 
DIKuzalon topic: "How car 
men banetlt  from the 
Women's Lib Movement". 
Wed. OCt. 17 . 7:30 pro. 
Women's Centre, 4711 
Lazetla. Call 635-5145 for 
more Information. (nc-170) 
The Anglican Church Bazam 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
• TEA 
November 17, 197t 
(nc-16N) 
"WOMEN'S HIGHT OUT 
Presents Mr. Ray Luesler 
from the Board of Education 
who wil l  be opeaklng on the 
m~blact of Child Rearing, 
This wil l  be teklnB place at 
the Women's Centre which Is 
sltueted at 4711 Lezella. The 
day Is October 18 and the 
t ime is 7:30. Everyone 
welcome. (nc-180) 
The Ladles Aux i l i a ry  to 
Branch 13 Royal CAnadian 
Legion are holding their 
annual "Snow F lake"  
Bazaar Oct. 20, 1979 at the 
Arena Banquet Room from 2 
to 4 pin. (nc.190) 
United Church Rummage 
• and Garage Sale, Sat. Oct. 
20, 197g • 10am to 1 pro. 4907 
LazaUe Avenue. Featuring 
Boutique corner and at 12:30 
aS1 bag sale. Call Alice - 633. 
7763 or Norms at 625.4389. 
(nc-190) 
OCTOBER 
FIREWOOD SALE 
Sponsored by the Terrace 
Figure Skating Club. Birch 
firewood - -  dellverec: - -  
per pickup. U.Haul - -  I;30.00. 
To order coil Pet 
(nc.190) 63S.~N 
Terrace Women's Aglow 
Fellowship wil l  meet 
Tuesday, October 16 at 7:30 
at the Senior Citizen's Room 
at  the Arena. Executive 
members will share about 
the National Convention In 
Toronto. Refreshments will 
be served. 
Women's Aglow IS a 
worldwide organization 
drawing woman of all faiths 
together, inc-ld~0) " 
• COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 435.S340after 6:00 pm. 
(am.1.10-79) 
• FILTER QUEEN 
sales end service 
4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace 
415 -7249 
(am-1-10-79) 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete mptlc tanks In  
~ock. Get relief with a 
mncrete Investment. 
khmit ty 's  Excavating 
430-~ 
(am-1.10-79) 
Experienced shake block 
cutters wanted for Queen 
Charlotte Island operations. 
Must be aMe to work on 
plene work basis. Highest 
rates paid. Phone 5,59-4259. 
(c~.i90) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
• DECORATING 
Drywal l ,  stucco, t i le, 
l inoleum. Free estimate. 
Phone 
631-1095 
(¢20-6N) 
Qua l i f i ed  carpenter ,  
tradesman fully equipped 
with air  toots, available for 
renovations, custom cabinet, 
arbor l te,  formica In- 
stallations. Will consider all 
other types of finishing work. 
Phone after 6 pro. Ask for 
Don. 
SEARS 4,1547O1 
SALES AGENCY (~.160)  
Wholesale merchandise BACKHOE 
Au~lon earvlcea for 
Ornamental Ironwork HIRE 
~t]~ Debit Street Phone 
Phone 435-71~4 6~1454 
10 - 2 4354757 
(cm-12-10.179) (elf n-2-10.79) 
Keynote Speaker at the 
Northwest B.C. Chambers 
and Alaskan Aff i l iates'  
ANNUAL CONVENTION 
Oct. 26, ~7 and 21 In Prince 
Rupert, wil l  be Mr. Wayne 
Allen, Senior Executive 
Vice.President of the 
Vancouver Board of T~:a~, 
and a Governor of the British 
Columbia Inslttute of 
Technolngy. 
Born and educated In 
Frederlcton, New Brun- 
swick, ha completed 'the 
Advanced Management 
Program et  Harvard 
University, and I~se becm In 
GEMIN I EXCAVATING 
LTD.  
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
435-3479 
anytime 
(am.i.10.79) 
Found: one "expectant"  
tortoise.shell female cat In 
Thornhl l l .  Owner please 
I~one 
135.4t98 
after 6 pro. 
(nc.aff) . 
Sept. 22, 1979. Small male 
dog (peakapoo). White curly 
hair. Tattoo registration on 
his tummy. QAO99D. Sub. 
etentlel reward. Phone 638. 
8161. (c lG250)  ' 
HELPWANTED 
High school etudents for fight 
work. Men. and Tues. 3:30.6 
p.m. Wed., Thurs, Frl. 7 .9  
pm. Permanent ol~mlng for 
speedy, conclentlous youth. 
Not suitable for lightweight 
banking for 25 years. He Is girls as one part of the lob 
merrledwlth 3 children. Mr. entells some lifting. Phone 
Allan will be speaking to 03S.$716 Wed.. Fri. before 6 
Chamber Delegates on pm or wr i te Box 706, 
Economic Development In Terrace. (c4.190) 
HOSPITAL 
ACCOUNTANT 
required for 103 bed acute 
care facility C.G.A.R.I.A. or 
equ iva lent  requ i red .  
Hosp i ta l  exper ience  
preferred. Preference will 
be glven to eppllcento wlth 
Woven menngerlel abllifles. 
Salary negotiable. Excellent 
frlnge beneflte. Apply wlth 
re lume to . Personnel 
Director ,  Mi l ls  Memoria l  
Hospital, 4720 Haugland 
Strmt; Terrace, B.C. VeG 
2~9 ~. (aS-IlO) 
The 
DAILY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas: 
ThorMIIIh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
Slreat, Pequette Avmua, 
Ko fned .  Daslardlnes, 
!Kofned . Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgess . Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
Terrace: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
~Niar, 4700 Block Apr .  
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
hone: 
6~S-6337 
between 9 a m and S pro. 
KJtlmJh 
~'ukon Street, Quail - 
Starling Streets, Urlole . 
~rey  Streets. 
If Interested - -  phone Kelth 
d 
I:1~-~747 
[ctfn-nc) 
Northern B.C. 
For further Information on 
the Convention, write Prince 
Rupert Chamber of Com. 
merce, Box 151, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. or phone 624- 
2296. (al .t60) 
WANTED FOR 'OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iance ; ;  
power tools, hand tools, 
dean small cars, n~tor- 
Mkon, hoetl, motors Ol'~eny 
o~her Items In acceptable 
onndltlon. ........ 
Terrace Auction Mart .~ 
Corner of Apslay & Lakelea 
or ph i l  g541;2. (cffn.24Q- 
79) 
L.W. SEARS AUCTION 
SALES 
open dally 10 am.  2 pm. 3930 
Hwy. 16 East next to Hotel. 
Furniture • Tools - Gifts - 
Houmares.  Hundreds of 
Items. Auction Sale every 
Sunday 2 pm. 
Phone 435.71~4 
(pS-190) 
PDQ 
Carpet • Flooring 
Installation 
You supply ~ we Install 
61&16tl 
(am-1.10.79) 
Electric gui tar  and am. 
pllfler. Phone after 6 pm. 
635-95.58. (pS-170) 
For Sale: Studio knitting 
mechlne 2 years old. For 
further Information call 
7878. (c204N) 
1 oll heater with blower 
attached. For further In- 
. ,  : ,~ formation pleaSe~ 4:all..d~:. 
5432, (C3-160) ' " 
S~lnlsh style bedroom suite 
In excellent condition - S~Lr~. 
Phone 635-3359. (p3-170) 
'79 CR 125R for sale. Phone 
635-5419. (p5-190) 
For Sale: 1979 .S~nukl RM 
250W. Fully race prepared. 
Beat offer. Ph. 632.2832 after 
For  Sale: four tires and rims 
8x14.5 for mobi le home. 
hockey equipment, gloves, 
pants, ankle, shin, e l~w & 
shoulder guards, One pair 
profmlonal  model Ooalle 
oioves, Celestial telesCope, 
234x60 am.  Phone 635.4297 
after 6 pm. (i)4-190) 
For Sale: One new wood 
heater. 580. Phone 635.5273. 
(pS-11)G) 
Tire changer for sale. Phone 
6~,~-4246. (cS-190) 
Store Fixtures for Sale. 
Phone during the day. 
43S-4S76 
(ctfn.2.10.79) 
20 foot river boat & trai ler 
with SO HP Marc. Jet unit & 
extra leg. Controls & 
altering. 1977 Mustang II 4 
speed trans. Radial tires. 
1971) Suzuki GS 1000. Low 
mileage, Ph. 638-8444. (p10- 
70) 
WANTEO 
m l ,  
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
• JEWELLERY 
- BCRIC SHARES - 
WE BUY • SELL-  
TRADE - DELIVER - 
Terrace's Most Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Isuy • ~ell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Ph. I,M.1613 
[atfn.i2-9.79) 
I 
For Sam: 1975 Polaris 350. 
Best offer. Ph. 632.2832 after 
5 pm. (c3-160) 
8x40 IooY shack. Wired and 
finished. 635-5261 or 638.1990. 
(ca-lOg) 
For Sale: Five used BFG 
radial all terrain T.A's (1 
flat). 6,500 miles. Rims not 
Included. Ph. 638-1837. (pS- 
180) 
LOOKING FOR FUR-  
NITURE? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. NeW & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
end sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4435 Lakelsa 
Ave. Phone 135-$172. (ctfn-2- 
~0.79) 
410 John Deare Backhoe for 
hire. Phone 635.4081. (am-5. 
10.79) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
S l re& Dam out of Sliver- 
sheen Kennels. Avai lable 
Oct. 19. Phone 438.11)96. (plO. 
160) 
TOGIVE AWAY 
One cat and one klflefi.: 
Kitten Is black, l ively - - ca t  
Is young, dark brown with 
faint light stripes. Cat Is 
affectionate, adapteble, 
house broken. Hate to give 
her up, but landlord Inslste. 
Call 4,15-6357 days, 4~1-143t 
evenings. Ask for Don. (nc. 
aft) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
HANDYMAN 
SPECIAL 
House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
Jack Ambler at 635.7117 for 
further details. (ctfn.16.10- 
79) 
3 BR home with full 
basement. Approx. 1000 sq. 
ft. Has 20x30 ft. workshop. 
Fenced & landscaped lot. 
Approx. 50x!00. View at 4743 
Slraume or phone 635.9233 
after 5 p m. (1~G200) 
3 br. country home with 
excellent view on one acre. 
1026 sq. ft., creek frontage, 
large garden area with 
excel lent soil. Asking 
540,000. Phone 635-2485 after 
6 pm. (cffn.16.10.79) 
New panebode home. 1240 
~.  ft. 3 ~.  full basement. 
Features fireplace, patio, 
low taxes. May be seen 2109 
Churchil l  Drive. Price: 
upper 70's. Call 635.5687 . 
leave name and number. 
(p4.190) 
For Sale by owner. 3 Br 
house 10 years old. Full 
basement, electric furnace 
on .78 acre lot; 540,000. also 
21 cu. In. freezer. Ph. 638. 
1672 or 635-3187. (p10-170) 
HOUSe for ;S'ale':'4 bedrooms, 
garage, War.kaY' ,UP, on ~ acre 
of land.~4:~;:835-3471. (pS. 
leO}~:~:.~., ; 
• . ;T - J .  - ' ' 
For Sale: 3 bdrm. home on 
.41 acres. Carpet, fireplace, 
sundeck and landscaped. 
$31,000, For furtl~er In- 
formation phone 635-2746 
after S pro, (c5.1e0) 
MUST SELL: Redecorated 
three bedroom house. 
Laundry room, no basement, 
In Thornhill. Asking 531,000. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver- Would make good Income 
sheen' J<~nneis. Ava l i~ble  prq~erty.~dr, starter home,~ 
Oct. 19. Ph. ~18.1996 after $ ' Phone 635.4074, 635.6809, ask: 
pro. (p10-290) for Carol. (c5.170) 
For sale: 3 year old male 
Irish setter. Excellent with 
children. 638.1996 after 5 pm. 
(pS-220) 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- 
allure such as couch, chair, 
tame & chairs. Phone 635- 
5417. (cffn-11.10-79) 
Wanted: Used gravel box. 
10-12 yards. Phone 630.4061. 
(p10-230) 
Wanted to buy - Old car and 
truck and cat batterlea. Top 
price paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635.4735 anytime. 
(p33-1N) 
Wanted - Good furniture and 
mlec .  articles for auction. 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
sheene Valley. Many ex- 
cntlent features, Includlng 
wall to wall carpeting, bulls 
In dlshwasher, two full baths 
end large covered sundeck. 
Located In a qulet resldenflal 
area only mlnutes from 
schools and  downtown. 
PBssess~ ~ can be Im- 
medlete. To vlew phone 798. 
22st after 6 pro. (etfn.11-10- 
79) 
3 BR country home with 
excellent view on one acre 
1026 sq. ft. creek frontage. 
Large garden area with 
excel lent soil. Asking 
540,000. Phone 635.2485 after 
6 pro. (nc-160) 
Call L.W. Sears at 630.7~4or HALL RENTALS 
"3392 Hwy 16 East. (p20-1N). Oddfellows Hall 3222 
Munroe. For further In. 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635-5661 (am.7.0.79.Tu,Fr) 
rent. For quiet person • no 
pets. Phone 635.2817. (c2. 
160) 
For Rent: Room (or) Room 
& Board available at 5026 
Apr .  (p3.160) 
Three bedroom furnished 
trailer suitable for couple 
with two small children. No 
singles. No pets. For In- 
terview apply office 3319 
Kofoed Drive. (p1.160) 
2 ~" 3 BR home with 
basement and f i rep lace  
preferred but not urgent. 
One or 2 steps to front en- 
trance. Call evenlnge only 
(collect If necessary). 112.' 
567-4191. (c20.310) 
Shelter for an 8'9" camper. 
Nov. 1 - approx. April. Call 
after 6 pro. 635.7605. (c5- 
170) 
Accommodation urgently 
required for doctor. Phone 
635-6263.. (a5-190) 
4 BR home. 1270 sq. ft. 2 
bathrooms. Ample car- 
peting. Ph. 635.4450 for 
appotnfment o view. (p10- 
240) 
For Sale by Owner: 3 bdrm. 
home, 2 yrs. old. Full 
basement, approx. 1200 eq. 
ft. Good location close to 
schools. After 6 - -  633.8267 or 
635-2569. (c6-170) 
For Sale by owner. 3 BR 
house 10 years old. Full 
~aeament, electric furnace 
;on .78 acre lot. $40,000. Also 
,21 cu. In. freezer. Ph. 635. 
3187. (pt0-170) 
For Rent: ~0 sq. ft. on  
second floor. Air con- 
dt lmed. Located at 4623 
Lakelea Avenue. Phone 635. 
2552. (ctfn.2-10.79) 
LOt for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Meal residential area wlth 
pofentlal v iew.  521,000. 
Conlact 635-7696. (cffn.2.10- 
79) 
classifieds 
635-6357 
/ 
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convenience store. With By DOUG LONG 
living 8ccommodatlm. Store OTTAWA (CP) --  
does a good year round Canadians willhave to walt 
turnover. For further In- several more weeks to find 
formation please write Bo:~ out exactly how the new 
Pro~ressive Conservative 
1214 or call 635-39/1. (ctfn-2- government intenda to fulfil 
10.79) its long.standing pledge to 
MOHAWKOIL dispose of Petro-Canacl~, the 
For Sale: Fully equipped de~ immediate com- 
ment on the prcpeonis. 
Earlier, Prime Minister 
Joe Clark pledged in the 
'Commons that legislation 
would be brought before 
Parliament in advance of 
any M[pdficant changes in 
the company's corporate 
COMPANY LTD. government-owned oil  structure. 
company. 
Wohawk OII Company II The federal advisory corn- mitteeThe dividedf°ur'memberpetro.CanadaC°m" 
ogLing to establish ar mitten set up to recommend into two broad cats~urtos. 
outlet In thlo eras. If yo~ ways to return the Crown It said a now government ' 
have 8 eervlce station or s corporation's assets to the ngenoy should assume aU the 
potantlal service statlor privateeecter r conunmded company'acorrentdebis and 
slte please contact Stew Monday free public retain responsibility for 
Glover, Mohawk Oil distribution of common nngoilating state-to-stato all 
~rnpany, Box t070, Prlnc( shares to every indivldaal contraets with foreign 
Seonge, B.C. or phone 962 eligible Canadian. suppliers; promote frontier 
Mt4. (c~.160) The. recommendation and offshore xploration and 
came in the final report of • encourage development of 
th'e~study that was oil sands and heavy oil prese~dted grotoup Energy 
Minister~y Hnatyshyn five deposits. 
weeks after the c~mmittee The government had 
went to work. already indicated it intended 
Hnatyshyn said in an in- to retain thuse functions. 
terview the governmeM, The second category dealt 
olthangh not bound by the withthe profitable aspects of 
recommendations, would not Petro.Canada, its assets in 
delay "consideration of the the petroleum industry. The 
report, committee recommended 
"We hope to have a tlds portlo~ of the company 
decislen as soon ns we should not be dismantled but 
possibly can," he said, while should be turned over in its 
1972 Flreblrd for sale. Phone 
635-4246. (C5-190) 
For Sale: '76 Plymout~ 
Velars, V8 automatic. Nc 
rcesensblo ffer refused. Ph 
632-4012. (c5.160) 
For Sale: 1975 Pontiac GT 
sport coupe. In excellent 
condition. Phone 638.0273 
after 6 pro. (p10-230) 
For S'ele: 1967 Chevelle 
Mallbu, Needs some work. 
Asking $450. Ph. 635-3492. 
(p3-160) 
1975 Ford Cusiom S00. 4 door. 
R~bullt motor. PS, PB, AT. 
$1,100. abe.  Phone 6311-1320. 
(cffn.2-10.79) 
1974 Corvette High Per- 
formance 350. T roof. Tilt 
wheel. New paint and .tires. 
Phone 635.3153. (p5-190) 
Gov't delays decision on PetroCan 
entirety to the private should be limited to one per PetrcCanada Should apply to 
ikt Its common shares on aft 
Tories support 
death penalties 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  A group make It easier for private 
of Conservative back- members' bills to be debated 
in the Commons. 
Some surveys have said a 
majority of MPs in this 
Parliament support a return 
• of capital puntslnnent inone 
form or other. That does not 
mean a return to hanging 
murderers. 
E l z~a said he and his 
colleagues have been talking 
about he best way to raise 
the issue. Two other points 
also. remain to be resolved. 
benchers Is planning a 
concerted effort to have the 
death, penalty reintroduced 
and expanded to cover al l  
kinds of premeditated mur- 
der. 
Alberta MP Peter E l~a 
(Pembina) said.in an in. 
terview Monday that some 20 
'to 30 fellow MPs likely will 
work together to get capital 
punishment r~tored in a 
free voto In the Commons in 
sector, 
The committee said that in 
view of the government's 
energy objectives, "the 
opportunity to establish a 
major Canadian private 
sector, profitable, broadly- 
owned and selfsuppertlng 
petroleum company should 
be pursued." 
The new privatesector 
company should be involved 
only with activities normally 
undertaken by any .com- 
mercial petroleum com- 
IMny. 
Committee chali'man 
Donald McDongall told a 
news .cenferenoe the group 
took into,account the recent 
model of Bdttsh Colombia 
Resources Investment Corp. 
when B.C. residents were 
offered the chance to apply 
for five free shares of the 
conglomerate. 
No estimate was provided 
of howmanyshareawould be 
available to each individual. 
But the distribution of 
common Sift sharcs would he 
less complex and more 
economical than sales that 
would involve brokerage 
fees. 
Based en the B.C. ex- 
per ience ,  McDougall  
cotimated that about 10 per 
cent of Petro-Canada's 
common share offering 
would not be token Up at the 
first dlstribuflon and Would 
remain in the government's 
contrc]. 
But the government could 
later offer to sell the out- 
standing shares daring a 
secondary distrilx,~ilon when 
normal commercinl trading 
bad commenced. Initial 
holdings would be limited to 
individuals and no share 
trading would be allowed for 
the first six months. 
Individual investors 
Truck for sale: 1970 Brace. thenear future. "Some members feel we 
PS, PB, posltra¢flo~; "~I  ,Canada has not had an  ehouldg0toa'rofercndamon 
with 4 speed. Excellent executionMnoe1962.Thelaw theiseue, and we are golng te 
made provision for the death sit down and discuss that." 
taPedack and radio. 635.5416. penalty for the murderof on. ' Elzinga said he Is 
Murder 
suspect 
(c16-Z~O) duty policemen and prison prepered togo alon~ with the VOW11r~g 
- -  guards until the House voted idea ~ eakin~ Canadians Ina 
'77 Chev d~4•130,000 miles, for abellUon in a frea vote in referendum whether they 
Excellent condition. Asking 1976. favor of the death sU lc lue  
1;6,400. Also one large oak Prime Minister Clark is penalty, although he per. 
coffee table only six weeks opposed to napltel punish- sonally is cool to the idea. PLATTSBURGH, N.Y. 
old.Phon,63S.9436. (c3.180) mont.Buthehaspremieedto He said he believes the (CP) - -  A defiant Michel 
allow another vote on the public already has shown Its Renaud, wantedon a murder 
issue free of party dincipllne strong support for the charge in Mon.treal and 
Iftbe~ttertaintred~edby "su~pena l ty J " ,~  ~,~ captured after, his.bather 
wa~ b'"I~Ivh~'ll/eln bergs'' "To me, it's obvious hew,*- PierrewaskilledSundaylna 
bill: ~' ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  the Canadian people feel shootout with a U.S. border 
And the new Conservative from the various polk that patrolman, vowed Monday 
aovernment says it will have been taken." . to kill himself. 
The other point loft to be 
resolved Is whether the 
noose should be replaced 
with lethal injections or 
'72 Chov SWB Van. New 
radial tiros, paint, Insulated 
IMerlor. Phone 631k1937~l~k, 
1ton crew cab Brand New w. 
"camper valued at S19,000; 
Be0t offer takes. Call after 6 
p.m, 112.624.4174 
CI0-100) 
Leaving In 3 .weeks• Must For sin: 197o I~m ~anco ~me'other mea~., o~ dea~. 
Se11--1970 Ford Van F150c. mobile home. Unfurnished. ' .'.~me~.eetma.tnanipn. g,m 
w swivel captain chairs. AC, Set up and skirted In !~1 J_un,~ ~,~ ~_am_a~c_, ana_~'_~ 
headers, summer & winter trailer park• Phone 635-§7~: "" n°~ .~u.~s~.~°u .~ "sos 
tires. Some cq~tomlzlng., t,.,~. • m ~9~ ,,.7o--; ,~,,~,m . . . . .  ' 
...... "~"  . . . .  ; ........ The gco~p vplanned to Stereo etc. Ph. 
.~.':," c . '  , , ; ,~n;~m:t :  decide iU over.all etratsaY 2. (p16240) l gwe.  vvww ~ . . .~  ~• l - .V . , .~  
• " " " " mobile home. Furnllhod or to~.y: • . . . . .  
1979 GMC Van. 15,000 km. ..., .... ,.k.,4 Extra- i , ,  ~lzinga was re|ucmm m 
Sliver grey. Excellent " " . " '  '"'-'~".'_ _ _ ;_'~ "_'" say who planned to attend. ClUaeO. ~.en ~ mn oy  ap"  tk~ , .m* ,a t lm, . ,  k.o* km ~ condition, Phone 635.4342. - . . . . . . . . . .  ,..- .,,,~.-,e, ,.-.  - -  -,~,," 
polntmmt. FI~.~.~,~5. tc~- iloned Don Munro (PC-- (c5-160) 190) 
1976 Toyota Land Cruiser 
43(4. 283 engine. 350 horse 
cam. 2 sets of tires and rims. 
Soft and hard top• Ph. 635. 
7662. (p5.170) 
1975 GMC Jimmy 4x4• Auto, 
P$, PB. To view call 635.9277 
or 635-2151 after 6 pm. (p3- 
150) • 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: 20' to 26'. 
Luxuriously equipped• Fully 
Insured. Available for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632.2420. 
(c20-16N) 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot 
WIIderneso travel trailer. 
A~klng $6,500. View at Reel 
Inn Metal Highway 16 West. 
Last troller on left. (ctfn.2. 
10-79) 
Gold and Diamond Gift Show 
Thurs., Oct. 10th 12 - 10 pm• 
Terrace Hotel Green Room. 
Door prize and refreoh- 
merits. (c3-180} 
Esqulmalt-Snsnlch) and Don 
Blenkam (PC,-- Miuiasauga 
South) as members of the 
group. He said at least wo 
members ofcabinet had also 
expressed support, but 
added they were unlikely to 
attend the meeting. 
Montreal 
stalled 
. MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Another day of chaotic 
traffic bogged down Mon- 
trsal today and there ap-" 
pears to be little hope for the 
rest of the week as Mon- 
trealers resign themselves to 
.a strike that has halted the 
city bus and subway service. 
But residents are 
becoming used to doing 
without pebllc transit and 
during this dispute - - the  
fourth in six years -- people 
have turned to private care, 
commuter trains and in 
some cases, alternate inter. 
urban buses, or their 
thumbs. 
NOTICE TO Even grey.hatred grand- 
CREDITORS mothers have been h/tel~ng 
IN THE MATTER OF rides since the strike began 
THE ESTATE OF IMt ]Friday. 
WALDEMAR PENNER, Almost every street 
downtown was lined on both 
formerly of Terrace, British sides Monday with parked 
Columbia. 
Cred tars and others cars. On narrower streets, 
having claims against the I thoughif~ drivers - -  never 
noted in Montreal for con- 
above Estate are required to elderstlon of pedestrlaqs -- 
send full particulars of such 
claims to Crampton & perked tbetr cars half on tbe 
Brown, No. 3.4623 Park oldewalk so to leave a lane (~ 
Avenue, Terrace, British traffic open. 
Columbia, on or before the  Quebec Labor Minister 
0lot clay of December, 1979, Pierre Marc Johnson told 
after which date the assets of reporters Monday the strike 
the said Estate will be must be brought to an end 
distributed, having regard quickly "because of its 
only to the claims that have economic and social 
repercussions on the city's been received. 
BILL PENNER, 
Executor 
Crampton & Brown 
Solicitors for 
the Estate 
Io4-9,12,16,19) 
two million dilzens." 
He said ha has asked two 
government conciliators to 
come up with a proposed 
settlement by the weekend to 
present to the transit 
commMon and the unions 
1970 250 Ford Club Wagon• 
Low mileage. Partially 
cemparlzed. ,Many extras. 
635.99e3. (c5.170) 
"The police won't have the 
Renauds in their heir any- 
more," he shouted to a re- 
porter. 
Renaud, 29, was ehar~ed 
with attempted murder, first ' 
degree, in the shooting of 
patrolman Myron Merchaht, 
32, who is in hoepl~! in 
ee ,~ 
Resaud will appear in 
court again Wednesday. The 
maximum penalty is life 
imprisonment. 
Renaud, interviewed inhis 
cell by the Mentreal' 
newspaper La Prate, said 
he and Pierre "wanted to go 
somewhere lse, to another 
country" and knew they 
were flaking a lot in ascap 
ing• But "we knew our lives 
were finished anyway.*' 
Renaud, crying and 
holding his head in his hands, 
added that he was no worse 
than anyone else and said 
"oircumetanoes made us 
what we became." 
Meanwhile, police said the 
younger Ronaud, ~6-year old 
Pierre, . probably would still 
be alive if he hadn't tried to 
make sure Merchant was. 
dead.,. '~,' ./I..I .,,','~, .,~ 
Me~cbent; spotted,tbo two, 
walking . . a l~  a, road ,,~in.: 
nearby,,Mooers township, 
about 6O kilometr~ southof.. 
Monlzenl, at abeut/10~30c 
p.m. Sunday. When be'trkd 
to question them 
into the woods 
chased them the shooting be. 
gan. 
Police said Merchant fell 
to the ground and Pierre 
Renoud, who told a Montreal 
newspaper after his arrest 
, ,  ! last winter he couldn thurt 
a fly," moved closer to shoot 
again. Merchant shot 
Renaud In the head. 
The area was cordoned off 
by about 50 policemen and 
Michel surrendered about 
four hours later at a road. 
block. He was travelling With 
Hector Lavalley, a resident 
Renoud had awakened at 
about S:30 a,m. leaking for a 
taxi, claiming his car had 
gone into a ditch. 
The brothers escaped 
Wednesday in Montreal from 
a wkon van taking them to 
another court appearance. 
They were charged in the 
death of Constable Rene 
Vailes Feb. IS. 
A spokesman for Quebec 
,JosUceMinister Mare.Andre =, 
Bedord said no derision has 
been made on whether, 
Quebec will try to extradite 
Renond to continue his trial 
in Montreal, [ 
1969 Ford Model 850'. Cab. 
over fuel truck. 4 com- 
partment Wlltock tank - 2850 
gal. cap. Complete with 
meter, live reel and hc4e. 
New paint, Vancouver city 
tested until May-.80. Phone 
635-6375, Room 107. (c3-180) 
For Sale: 1972 Norwestern 
12x56 mobile home with 
10x12 finished addition, 
unfurnlohod and In good 
condition. Reasonably 
priced. Phone 635.5539. (p7- 
190) 
For Sale: 1972 12xd8 foot 
trailer sat up In trailer park. 
For app. to view call 635- 
2506. (c20-0N) 
'74 Monarch mobile home• 
Unfurnlohed, with frldga end 
stove. 12x&1 with 2 lacy 
shacks I0x12, fully finished 
with electric heat. 3 bdrm•, 
very good condition. Situated 
I t  47 Woodland Heights 
Trailer Court with fancM.In 
lot. Must be seen to be ap. 
preclated. A|klng price 
115,6O0. Phone 635..~029. (c -  
170) 
For Sale: 1976 24x60 HomcO 
mobile home In Pine Mobile 
Home Park. For more In. 
formation please call 635.' 
:1261 and soL for Tom. (c7- 
19O) 
cent.of outstanding common 
shares and eligible in. 
etituUons to not more than 
thrse.per cent once trading 
in the marketplace had be- 
gun. 
The new private sector 
Canadian stock exchanges 
as soon as peselble. 
The report said such a plan 
would require the financial 
airen~henin8 of the com- 
pany and a restructured 
Unions blamed 
for food price 
VICTORIA (CP) -- benefits," the report says• 
Researchers for a ;3 mill/on 
legislative inquiry into 
B•C.'s food industry say 
unions, not monopoly age- 
trot, are to blame for I~h 
food pflees. ' ' 
The select standinJ com- 
mittee on agriculture said 
Monday that two 
wholesalers - -  Kelly Douglas 
and H. Y. Lou is -  control 93 
per cent of the province's 
wholesale food trade. 
But monopoly control is 
not a matter of  "pressing 
concern in Its impact on 
retail prices," the report 
concludes• 
To create a more eom- 
petilive climate, the report 
says, the government 
should: 
--Let retailos and 
wholesalers hire temporary 
help during strikes. 
--Disallow the secondary 
picketing pmvisioon of the 
labor cede. 
--Prevent shopping centre 
owners from imposing 
res t r i c t ive  leas ing  
arrangements that keep. 
malls free of competing 
stores. 
--Ask the consumer and 
corporate afltars ministry to 
start monitoring retail food 
prices. 
"The  largest operating 
cost (of retailers) is 
associated with labor, with 
over half o~ a retailer's gross 
mar~la being used to cover 
wages, sainfles and.f tinge 
"Because of potential dis- 
ruptions to the extabllshed 
shopping habits of hls 
clientele, when a retailer is 
faced with union 
negotlattms, in spite of a 
desire to hold cesta down, it 
may be more desirable to 
settle at whatever cost 
rather than incur financial 
losa due to store closure 
dar~ a strike. 
"In recent years, the 
length of union contracts and 
the time lapse between 
settlements of union con- 
t~aete fur different unions - -  
that is, union locals in. dif- 
ferent areas of the province 
--  has shortened con- 
co~x~rlto raantsation. "Clark governmont tomake a 
It said that as Petro- decision as quickly as 
Canada now exists debt pasathle to remove un- 
exceeds 250 per cent of certainty and to protect 
equity. Rather than the sale employees. 
of sassta to adjust this Petro-canada Exploration 
unacceptably high ratio Inc., the main subsidiary of 
os~eral steps would have to the company, should become 
be taken to bring about a the vehicle for.privatisatton. 
more conservative debt to ~ sector should nOt be 
equity relatinnshJp, dlsmanUed In piecemeal 
cDougall, outgoing fashion and absorbed into 
preeident ofLabatt Brewin~ other enterprises but should 
Co• Ltd., estimated that the remain in whole as a con- 
first di|tribuilon of common tinulng operation. 
shar~ could not be in I/ace Industry spokesmen 
before the end of 1980, withhold immediate com- 
aseumin~ tbe government moat, saying they would 
moved quickly to adopt he await the government's 
recommondalions, rsaction to the committee's 
The committee urged the recommendations. 
We are pleased to i ta l ics  tilat we 
lave level to Terrace. We're Jest in line 
for year Ckristnas palatial & decoratiq, 
O & L PAINTING 
sldersbly• 
"Thus, the first major 
retailer who has to settle a 
union con~aot is virtually 
assured that his competitors 
will likewise have to settle 
union contracts at the same 
level and within a relatively 
short period of time•" 
Because one major 
retailer, Woedwarcl'l Stores, 
is .nOt unionized, complete 
har~ing  solidarity ~- the 
retail food business does not 
exist, the report says, 
As a result, an incont[ve 
exists to settle wage 
negotiations at whatever 
level is necessary, with 
consumers forced to suHer 
re~d~ increases in food 
c~ts. 
• I 
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Take A Breathtahino. View Of Tomorrow 
TERRACE 
Motorcraft~ 
Spin on 0il Filter~ 
all nabs 
OT M 
. . ,  •..- • 
ANIIOuIICINO..,.,,. 
ouil 
Mot0mralt~ 
BAn'ERIES 
30%," 
I 
~+~ 
$1|OWINO 
OCTO+BER 2'O&' 21 
e ~ 
Sot- IO om to 6pm 
Sun-.+ 12 noon to 4 pm' 
We also have these used cars 
at 10w, 10w prices ~ COUGR R Xt~+7 
1977 DATSUM 200 SX 
4cy,. standard $4895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i i i i i i i i i  i i I  I i i i  I i i  I i  i I I i i i i i  i i i i i i  I I  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  l l l l l l  
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
+.-  4195 l l  * l l  l l  14  * 11  11 * * 11  i l l  i 11  1 i i l l  I I l . l l lO l l l l l l l * l l l l l l *  I l I I I I l I l I IS  
1979 FORD F250 SUPEI~AB 
Camper Special, VllAuto $10 500 
1977 OLDSMflIE CUTLASS SALON 
. - , - -  $5595 * . *  * i *  **  • ** . ****  **  s***  • **** l i l t  e*e  i l i a  ee l ,e l , c ree l ,eeoc , , ,e la ine  
1977 CHEV BEAUVILLE VAN 
'.+.:':.'.'.:. .................................................... $6295 
1978 FORD VAN COIIVEIISIOII 
Security, frldge, furnace, etc. 
4lllll)llellllelelltlllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllll+ 
1977 FORD F350 CkEWCAB 
TuTone paint, V8 auto, 8' box 
• lee~ e t S t  t * *e~ee*  
$12,995 
. . . . . . .  $845§ 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
Vg, auto trans., PS & PB 
********************************************************* ...,..$5395 
1977 FORD Bm)NC0 4x4 
'16 auto ++anl, radio ..$689S 
Ikonco 
We're ready to deol on the 80'a 
haler No. 5548A 
I 
FALL CHECK.UP 
u, to + ln¢ lud~ 
J24.69 pl. tax OIL AND FILTER Nl.w MrbtolC+<lll 0:I 
(4 ¢it laf i,+i*5 IiIr+.s] 
t 
l 
Inst dll m,w Mt31or C r al l  fdff. 
Inspect E uh,lu~,l System 
ShoCk Absorbing5 
I - .ml  and r~,~.-. S.+'.l.,ns,r., ~ ~ " ~S '~ 
Rad+ah+t ~lnrl Httall++ |i<+;,I+P+ - - + +,3~ 
. R;llhpr y C +I111~s +if++J 
C+mnocttons 
All Bell'+ 
All PIUl~ L I~ vt?ls 
,+~, . . . . .  +,+ ~ +, -+,~,+ 
Wtndshlold VV~of 0++Idt "* 
lOhrlC;d,. Hood lmfch  findh:l+lJt 
ORck Lid ) ilrlt~O~ 
fo~l Cot)aft Ill lot TP nlllt'I+thii,l ~*JF ~" ~O[r~ ~ 
Peot~ . . . .  ; L . r j  l~r  
l'J;11lfPry 511(ICIlll l~l+.IVd y 
All h+)ht~ ,tMd S'+p ),IP* I | J j  
IJ+t%'+l,ftll4+l C,Ip .+ +tnd J ffll+l [r l , l  b% 
. . . .  [I +:I . . . .  I I I I I  
Clearance on 
Recreational Vehicles 
All campem, fifth wheels, 
motorhome:, 
and ~ van conversions ore 
priced to clear, they must go 
